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translator’s Introduction

In 1921, some seven hundred Tibetan monks, nuns, and lay people gath-
ered at Chuzang Hermitage, near Lhasa, to receive a lamrim discourse
from the renowned teacher, Kyabje Pabongka Rinpoche. For the next
twenty-four days they listened to what has become one of the most famous
teachings ever given in Tibet.

The term lamrim—steps on the path to enlightenment—refers to a
group of teachings that have developed in Tibet over the past millennium
based on the concise, seminal text, A Lamp on the Path, by the great Indian
master AtiŸha (Dıpa˙kara ⁄hrıjñ›na, 982–1054). In some ways, Liberation
in the Palm of Your Hand represents the culmination of the lamrim tradi-
tion in Tibet.

Over 2,500 years ago, ⁄h›kyamuni Buddha spent about forty-five years
giving a vast array of teachings to an enormous variety of people. He did
not teach from some predetermined syllabus but according to the spiritual
needs of his listeners. Hence any individual studying the Buddha’s col-
lected works would find it extremely difficult to discern a clear path that
he or she could put into practice. The importance of AtiŸha’s lamrim was
that he put the Buddha’s teachings into logical order, delineating a step-
by-step arrangement that could be understood and practiced by whoever
wanted to follow the Buddhist path, irrespective of his or her level of
development.

Not only did AtiŸha rely on what the Buddha himself taught, he also
brought with him to Tibet the still-living oral traditions of those teach-
ings—the unbroken lineages of both method and wisdom, which had
passed from the Buddha to Maitreya and MañjuŸhrı respectively, and then
on down through Asaºga, N›g›rjuna and many other great Indian scholar-
yogis to AtiŸha’s own spiritual masters.Thus as well as writing the first lam-
rim text, AtiŸha also conveyed these extremely important oral traditions,
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which still exist today, and are being transmitted to Westerners through
contemporary lamas such as His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama.

AtiŸha’s disciples formed a school known as the Kadam, most of whose
traditions were absorbed into the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism,
which was founded by the great Tsongkapa (1357–1419). Many Kadam and
Gelug lamas wrote lamrim commentaries, and the most famous was
Tsongkapa’s master work, the Great Stages of the Path (Lamrim Chenmo).
Pabongka Rinpoche followed the general outline of this text in the 1921
discourse that was to become Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand. How-
ever, while Tsongkapa’s work has a more scholarly emphasis, Kyabje
Pabongka’s focuses on the needs of practitioners. It goes into great detail on
such such subjects as how to prepare for meditation, guru yoga, and the
development of bodhichitta. Thus Liberation is a highly practical text.

Among those present in 1921 was Kyabje Trijang Dorje Chang
(1901–81), one of Pabongka Rinpoche’s closest disciples, and later Junior
Tutor to the Fourteenth Dalai Lama and root guru of many of the Gelug
lamas who fledTibet in 1959.Trijang Rinpoche took notes at the teachings,
and over the next thirty-seven years edited them painstakingly until they
were ready to be published in Tibetan as Liberation in the Palm of Your
Hand (rNam grol lag bcangs).

Pabongka Rinpoche was probably the most influential Gelug lama of
this century, holding all the important lineages of sÒtra and tantra and
passing them on to most of the important Gelug lamas of the next two
generations; the list of his oral discourses is vast in depth and breadth. He
was also the root guru of Kyabje Ling Rinpoche (1903–83), SeniorTutor of
the Dalai Lama,Trijang Rinpoche, and many other highly respected teach-
ers. His collected works occupy fifteen large volumes and cover every
aspect of Buddhism. If you have ever received a teaching from a Gelug
lama, you have been influenced by Pabongka Rinpoche.

There are four main schools ofTibetan Buddhism, and all have lamrim-
style teachings, but the Nyingma, Sakya and Kagyu schools do not empha-
size the lamrim as does the Gelug. Although generally in the Gelug
monastic curriculum the lamrim is not taught to the monks until quite
late in their careers, it is often the first teaching given to Westerners. And
Liberation has been the lamrim that Gelug masters teach most.

In his brief introduction, Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche conveys a strong
sense of what it was like to be there. Indeed, this text is unusual among
Tibetan works in that it is the edited transcript of an oral discourse, not a
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literary composition. Hence not only do we receive some very precious
teachings—the essence of the eight key lamrims—but we also gain insight
into how such discourses were given in Tibet. The points that detail the
special features of this teaching may be found in Trijang Rinpoche’s intro-
duction and at the end of Day 1.

Each chapter corresponds to a day’s teaching and usually begins with a
short talk to set the motivation of the listeners. In the book, the motiva-
tions have been abbreviated in favor of new material, but the remarkable
first chapter, Day 1, is both an elaborate motivation and an excellent glance
meditation on the entire lamrim. In a sense, the rest of the book is a com-
mentary on this chapter. As Pabongka Rinpoche makes clear throughout,
dedicating ourselves to the development of bodhichitta is the most mean-
ingful way of directing our lives, and the graded realizations summarized
in Day 1 lead us to that goal. At the end of the book, Pabongka Rinpoche
says, “Practice whatever you can so that my teachings will not have been in
vain… But above all, make bodhichitta your main practice.”

These teachings contain much that is new and unfamiliar, especially for
Westerners, but as with any meaningful pursuit, study and reflection lead
to clarity and understanding.

A Note on this Translation

I have tried to make this translation as readable as possible without sacri-
ficing accuracy, but sinceTrijang Rinpoche was a poet of renown, there can
be no doubt that some of the beauty of the Tibetan text has been lost. To
help Western readers, I have presented the structural hierarchy of the
material in a way that Tibetan books do not: the outline of these headings
and subheadings is clearly displayed in appendix 1 and serves as an elabo-
rate table of contents.

I have not translated all the technical terms, preferring to leave the San-
skrit word where there is no suitable English equivalent. This is preferable
to concocting some English term that may be even less familiar to the
reader than the Sanskrit, and new Sanskrit Buddhist words are entering
English dictionaries all the time.

In the main body of the text, all Tibetan words and proper names are in
phonetics only; their transliterations are in the glossary. Sanskrit transliter-
ation is standard except that Ÿ is written as Ÿh, ˝ as ˝h, c as ch, ¸ as ¸i, and ˘
and ˘i to assist readers in pronunciation.

. translator’ s introduction . xi
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Pabongka Rinpoche
A Memoir by Rilbur Rinpoche

My guru, kind in three ways, who met face to face with Heruka, whose
name I find difficult to utter, Lord Pabongka Vajradhara Dechen Nyingpo
Pael Zangpo, was born north of Lhasa in 1878. His father was a minor offi-
cial, but the family was not wealthy. Although the night was dark, a light
shone in the room, and people outside the house had a vision of a protec-
tor on the roof.

Pabongka Rinpoche was an emanation of the great scholar Changkya
Rolpai Dorje (1717–86), although initially it was thought that he was the
reincarnation of a learned Khampa geshe from Sera Mae Monastery. Rin-
poche entered the monastery at the age of seven, did the usual studies of a
monk, earned his geshe degree, and spent two years at Gyuetoe Tantric
College.

His root guru was Dagpo Lama Rinpoche Jampael Lhuendrub Gyatso,
from Lhoka. He was definitely a bodhisattva, and Pabongka Rinpoche was
his foremost disciple. He lived in a cave in Pasang, and his main practice
was bodhichitta. His main deity was AvalokiteŸhvara, and he would recite
50,000 ma˚is [the mantra, o˙ ma˚i padme hÒ˙] every night. When
Kyabje Pabongka first met Dagpo Rinpoche at a tsog offering ceremony in
Lhasa, he cried from beginning to end out of reverence.

When Pabongka Rinpoche had finished his studies, he visited Dagpo
Lama Rinpoche in his cave and was sent into a lamrim retreat nearby.
Dagpo Lama Rinpoche would teach him a lamrim topic and then
Pabongka Rinpoche would go away and meditate on it. Later he would
return to explain what he’d understood: if he had gained some realization,
Dagpo Lama Rinpoche would teach him some more, and Pabongka Rin-
poche would go back and meditate on that. It went on like this for ten
years (and if that’s not amazing, what is!).
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Pabongka Rinpoche’s four main disciples were Kyabje Ling Rinpoche,
Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche, Khangsar Rinpoche, and Tathag Rinpoche,
who was a regent of Tibet. Tathag Rinpoche was the main teacher of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama when he was a child and gave him his novice
ordination.

I was born in Kham, in EasternTibet, and two of my early teachers were
disciples of Pabongka Rinpoche, so I was brought up in an atmosphere of
complete faith in Pabongka Rinpoche as the Buddha himself. One of these
teachers had a picture of Pabongka Rinpoche that exuded small drops of
nectar from between the eyebrows. I saw this with my own eyes, so you can
imagine how much faith I had in Rinpoche when I finally came into his
presence.

But I also had a personal reason for having great faith in him. I was the
only son of an important family, and although theThirteenth Dalai Lama
had recognized me as an incarnate lama and Pabongka Rinpoche himself
had said I should join Sera Monastery in Lhasa, my parents were not
happy about this. However, my father died soon after this, and I was
finally able to set out for Central Tibet. Can you imagine my excitement
as I embarked on horseback on the two-month voyage? I was only four-
teen, and becoming a monk really was the thing to do for a fellow my age.
I felt that the opportunity to go to Lhasa to get ordained and live as a rin-
poche as the Dalai Lama had said I should was all the wondrous work of
Pabongka Rinpoche.

At the time of my arrival in Lhasa, Pabongka Rinpoche was living at
Tashi Choeling, a cave above Sera Monastery. We made an appointment,
and a few days later my mother, my changdzoe (the man in charge of my
personal affairs), and I rode up on horseback. Although Rinpoche was
expecting us that day, we had not arranged a time. Nevertheless, he had
just had his own changdzoe prepare tea and sweet rice, which freshly
awaited our arrival. This convinced me that Rinpoche was clairvoyant, a
manifestation of the all-seeing Vajradhara himself.

After we had eaten, it was time to visit Rinpoche. I remember this as if
it were today. A narrow staircase led up to Pabongka Rinpoche’s tiny room,
where he was sitting on his bed. He looked just like his pictures—short
and fat! He said, “I knew you were coming—now we have met,” and
stroked the sides of my face. While I was sitting there, a new geshe from
Sera came in to offer Rinpoche a special tsampa dish that is made only at
the time of receiving the geshe degree. Rinpoche remarked how auspicious
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it was that this new geshe had come while I was there and had him fill my
bowl just like his own. You can imagine what that did to my mind!

The room had almost nothing in it. The most amazing thing was a pure
gold, two-inch statue of Dagpo Lama Rinpoche, Pabongka Rinpoche’s
root guru, surrounded by a circle of tiny offerings. Behind Rinpoche were
five tangkas of Khaedrub Je’s visions of Tsongkapa after he had passed
away.The only other thing in the room was a place for a cup of tea. I could
also see a small meditation room off to the side and kept peeking into it (I
was only fourteen and extremely curious). Rinpoche told me to go inside
and check it out. All it contained was a meditation box and a small altar.
Rinpoche called out the names of the statues on the altar: from left to right
there were LamaTsongkapa, Heruka, Yam›ntaka, Naeljorma, and Paelgon
Dramze, an emanation of Mah›k›la. Beneath the statues were offerings,
set out right across the altar.

I was not yet a monk, so Rinpoche’s long-time servant Jamyang, who
had been given to Pabongka Rinpoche by Dagpo Lama Rinpoche and
always stayed in Rinpoche’s room, was sent to get a calendar to fix a date
for my ordination, even though I had not asked for it. Rinpoche was giv-
ing me everything I had ever wanted, and I felt he was just too kind. When
I left, I floated out on a cloud in a complete state of bliss!

Rinpoche’s changdzoe was a very fierce-looking man, said to be the
emanation of a protector. Once, when Rinpoche was away on a long tour,
out of devotion the changdzoe demolished the old small building in which
Rinpoche lived and constructed a large ornate residence rivaling the pri-
vate quarters of the Dalai Lama. When Rinpoche returned he was not at
all pleased and said, “I am only a minor hermit lama, and you should not
have built something like this for me. I am not famous, and the essence of
what I teach is renunciation of the worldly life. Therefore I am embar-
rassed by rooms like these.”

I took lamrim teachings from Pabongka Rinpoche many times. The
Chinese confiscated all my notes, but as a result of his teachings, I still
carry something very special inside. Whenever he taught I would feel
inspired to become a real yogi by retreating to a cave, covering myself with
ashes, and meditating. As I got older I would feel this less and less, and now
I don’t think of it at all. But I really wanted to be a true yogi, just like him.

He gave many initiations such as Yam›ntaka, Heruka, and Guhya-
sam›ja. I myself took these from him. We would go to his residence for
important secret initiations, and he would come down to the monastery to

. Pabongka Rinpoche : a memoir. xv
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give more general teachings. Sometimes he would go on tour to various
monasteries. Visiting Pabongka Rinpoche was what it must have been like
to visit Lama Tsongkapa when he was alive.

When he taught he would sit for up to eight hours without moving.
About two thousand people would come to his general discourses and ini-
tiations and fewer to special teachings, but when he gave bodhisattva vows,
up to ten thousand people would show up. When he gave the Heruka ini-
tiation he would take on a special appearance. His eyes became very wide
and piercing, and I could almost see him as Heruka, with one leg out-
stretched, the other bent. It would get so intense that I would start crying,
as if the deity Heruka himself were right there. It was very powerful, very
special.

To my mind he was the most important Tibetan lama of all. Everybody
knows how great his four main disciples were—well, he was their teacher.
He spent a great deal of time thinking about the practical meaning of the
teachings and coming to an inner realization of them, and he had practiced
and accomplished everything he had learned, right up to the completion
stage. He didn’t just spout words, he tried things out for himself. Also, he
never got angry; any anger had been completely pacified by his bodhi-
chitta.Many times there would be long lines of people waiting for bless-
ings, but Rinpoche would ask each one individually how they were and tap
them on the head. Sometimes he dispensed medicine. He was always gen-
tle. All this made him very special.

I would say he had two main qualities: from the tantric point of view,
his realization and ability to present Heruka, and from the sÒtra point of
view, his ability to teach lamrim.

Just before he passed away, he was invited to explain a short lamrim at
his root guru’s monastery of Dagpo Shidag Ling, in Lhoka. He had chosen
the text called the Quick Path, by the Second Pa˚chen Lama. This was the
first lamrim that Dagpo Lama Rinpoche had taught him, and Pabongka
Rinpoche had said that it would be the last he himself would teach. When-
ever he visited his lama’s monastery, Rinpoche would dismount as soon as
it appeared in view and prostrate all the way to the door—which was not
easy because of his build; when he left he would walk backward until it was
out of sight.This time when he left the monastery, he made one prostration
when it was almost out of sight and went to stay at a house nearby. Having
manifested just a little discomfort in his stomach, Rinpoche retired for the
night. He asked his attendants to leave while he did his prayers, which he
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chanted louder than usual. Then it sounded like he was giving a lamrim
discourse. When he had finished and his attendants went into his room,
they found he had passed away. Although Tathag Rinpoche was extremely
upset, he told us what to do. We were all distraught. Pabongka Rinpoche’s
body was clothed in brocade and cremated in the traditional way. An
incredible reliquary was constructed, but the Chinese demolished it. Nev-
ertheless, I was able to retrieve some of Rinpoche’s relics from it, and I gave
them to Sera Mae Monastery. You can see them there now.

I have had some success as a scholar, and as a lama I am somebody, but
these things are not important. The only thing that matters to me is that I
was a disciple of Pabongka Rinpoche.

The Venerable Rilbur Rinpoche was born in Eastern Tibet in 1923. At the age
of five he was recognized by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama as the sixth incarna-
tion of Sera Mae Rilbur Rinpoche. He entered Sera Monastic University in
Lhasa at fourteen and became a geshe at twenty-four. He meditated and taught
Dharma until 1959, after which he suffered under intense Chinese oppression
for twenty-one years. In 1980 he was allowed to perform some religious activi-
ties, and he helped build a new stÒpa for Pabongka Rinpoche at Sera, the Chi-
nese having destroyed the original. He then came to India and lived for several
years at Namgyal Monastery, Dharamsala. Toward the end of his life, Rin-
poche traveled several times to Western countries and lived for a period in the
United States. He passed away at Sera Mae Monastery in Bylakuppe, South
India, on January 15, 2006.

. Pabongka Rinpoche : a memoir. xvii
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The Text

A Profound, Completely Unmistaken Instruction for Conferring Libera-
tion in the Palm of Your Hand, Pith of the Thoughts of the Unequalled
King of the Dharma [Tsongkapa], the Written Record of a Concise Dis-
course on the Stages of the Path to Enlightenment, Pith of All Scripture,
Essence of the Nectar of Instructions
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Introduction
by Trijang Rinpoche

Pras›rın para˚a syaklu˛aki yanta
Trayam guhya˚a˛› tigolama eka
Sudhı vajradharottara¯ muni ak˝ha
Prayachchha tashubha˙ val›ruga ko˛a

O Lama Lozang Dragpa,
One with ⁄h›kyamuni and Vajradhara,
O sum of every perfect refuge,
O ma˚˜ala guise complete
With three mysteries of enlightenment:
Rain upon us ten million goodnesses.
O my guru, my protector,
Who, through the Supreme Vehicle,
Vanquished the extreme of selfish peace,
Who, unattached to worldly comforts,
Upheld the three high trainings
And the teachings of the Victor,
Whose noble good works remained
Untarnished by the eight worldly concerns:
You were the very fountainhead of goodness.
Everything you said was medicine
To drive out hundreds of diseases;
Our childish minds were unfit vessels
For so vast an ocean of teachings,
So precious a source of qualities.
How sad if these teachings were forgotten!
Here I have recorded but a few.
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Immeasurable, countless numbers of buddhas have come in the past. But
unfortunate beings such as myself were not worthy enough to be direct
disciples even of ⁄h›kyamuni, the best of protectors, who stands out like a
white lotus among the thousand great buddhas, the saviors of this fortu-
nate eon. First we had to be forced into developing even a moment’s
wholesome thought; this took us to the optimum physical rebirth as a
human. We have been taught this most unmistaken path, which will lead
us to the level of omniscience, at which time we shall gain our freedom.

But, to be brief, I was saved time and time again from infinite numbers
of different evils, and was brought closer to an infinity of magnificent
things. My glorious and holy guru did this. His kindness is without equal.
He was—and now I shall give his name in view of my purpose—Jetsun
Jampa Taenzin Trinlae Gyatso Paelzangpo. Although people like me are
immature, uncultured, and unregenerate, there was a time when I feasted
on his oral instructions into the Mah›y›na [the Supreme or Great Vehicle]
at Chuzang Hermitage, a solitary place that was blessed by the presence of
great meditators.

He started the following informal teaching on the thirtieth, the new-
moon day of the seventh month of the Iron-Bird Year [1921], and it lasted
twenty-four days. People braved great hardships to get there from the three
major monasteries in Lhasa, from the Central Province, from Tsang,
Amdo, and Kham just to taste the nectar of his oral teachings, as the thirsty
yearn for water.There were about thirty lamas and reincarnations of lamas,
and many upholders of the three baskets of the teachings—in all a gather-
ing of over seven hundred. The practical teaching he gave combined vari-
ous traditions on the lamrim: the stages of the path to enlightenment.
There were the two oral lineages related to the lamrim text MañjuŸhrı’s
OwnWords. One of these lineages was quite detailed and had developed in
the Central Province; another lineage of a briefer teaching flourished in the
south of Tibet. He also included the concise teaching, the Swift Path lam-
rim; and in the part of the great-scope section that deals with the inter-
change of self and others, he taught the Seven-Point Mind Training.

Each part of the teaching was enriched by instructions taken from the
confidential oral lineages. Because each section was illustrated by analo-
gies, conclusive formal logic, amazing stories, and trustworthy quotations,
the teaching could easily be understood by beginners, and yet was tailored
for all levels of intelligence. It was beneficial for the mind because it was so
inspiring. Sometimes we were moved to laughter, becoming wide awake
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and alive. Sometimes we were reduced to tears and cried helplessly. At
other times we became afraid and were moved to feel, “I would gladly give
up this life and devote myself solely to my practice.”This feeling of renun-
ciation was overwhelming.

These are some of the ways in which all of his discourses were so extraor-
dinary. How could I possibly convey all this on paper! Yet what a pity if I
were to forget all the key points contained in these inspiring instructions.
This thought gave me the courage to write this book. As my precious guru
later advised me, “Some of the people present could not follow the teach-
ing, and I cannot teach them again. I’m afraid I do not trust all the notes
people took during the classes. I therefore ask you to publish a book. Put
in it anything you feel sure of.”

In this book I have recorded my lama’s teachings without any changes in
the hope that this book, while no substitute for his speech, may still benefit
my friends who wish to succeed in their practice.
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Part one

The Preliminari es
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Kyabje Pabongka Rinpoche
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Day 1

Kyabje Pabongka Rinpoche, a peerless king of the Dharma, spoke a little in
order to set our motivations properly for the teaching to follow. He said:

So be it. The great Tsongkapa, the Dharma king of the three realms, has
said:

This opportune physical form
Is worth more than a wish-granting gem.
You only gain its like the once.
So hard to get, so easily destroyed,
It’s like a lightning bolt in the sky.

Contemplate this, and you will realize
All worldly actions are but winnowed chaff,
And night and day you must
Extract some essence from your life.
I, the yogi, practiced this way;
You, wanting liberation, do the same!

In all our births from beginningless time till the present, there has not
been any form of suffering we have not undergone here in sa˙s›ra, nor
any form of happiness we have not experienced. But no matter how
many bodies we have had, we have obtained nothing worthwhile from
them. Now that we have gained this optimum human form, we should
do something to derive some essence from it. So long as we do not exam-
ine this life, we will feel no joy whatsoever in finding such a supreme
rebirth, and would probably be happier on finding some pennies; we will
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not feel at all sorry if we waste this optimum human rebirth; we would
probably feel much more regret if we lost some money. But this physical
form we have now is a hundred thousand times more valuable than any
wish-granting jewel.

If you were to clean a wish-granting jewel by washing it three times, pol-
ishing it three times, and then offer it at the top of a victory banner, you
would effortlessly obtain the good things of this life—food, clothes, and
the like. You may obtain a hundred, a thousand, ten thousand, even a hun-
dred thousand such gems, but they cannot do for you even the smallest
thing that you can achieve by means of this rebirth, for they cannot be used
to prevent you from taking your next rebirth in the lower realms. With
your present physical form you can prevent yourself from ever going to the
lower realms again. Moreover, if you want to achieve the physical rebirth
of a Brahm›, an Indra, and so forth, you can achieve it through your pres-
ent one. If you want to go to pure realms such as Abhırati, Sukh›vatı, or
Tu˝hita, you can do so by means of this present physical rebirth. And this
is not all, for you can even achieve the states of liberation or omniscience
through this present rebirth—unless you don’t practice. Most important
of all, through this physical rebirth you are able to achieve the state of
Vajradhara [the unification of the illusory body and great bliss] within one
short lifetime in this degenerate age; otherwise it would take three count-
less great eons to achieve. Thus, this rebirth is worth more than one thou-
sand billion precious jewels.

If you meaninglessly squander this rebirth that you have managed to
obtain, it would be an even greater pity than if you had wasted one thou-
sand billion precious jewels. There is no greater loss; nothing could be
blinder; no self-deception could be greater. Protector ⁄h›ntideva said:

No self-deception could be worse
After gaining such a chance
Than not cultivating virtue!
Nothing could be blinder!

You must therefore try to extract essence from it now. If you don’t, you
are sure to die anyway, and you cannot know when that will happen.

We are now attending this Dharma teaching, but none of us will be left
in a hundred years’ time. In the past, Buddha, our Teacher, amassed the
two collections [of merit and primal wisdom] over many eons, thus
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obtaining the vajra body. Yet even he, to the common appearance, went to
nirv›˚a [beyond suffering]. After him, there came scholars, adepts, trans-
lators, and pandits to both India and Tibet, but they have all seemingly
departed this life. Nothing is left of them but their names to say “There
was this one and some other.” In short, there is no one you can produce as
an example of a person who death has spared. How could you alone live
forever? You have no hope of being spared.

Therefore, not only are you sure to die, but also you cannot be certain
when this will happen. You cannot even be sure that you will still be alive
next year in the human realm, still wearing your three types of monk’s
robes.1 By this time next year, you may have already been reborn as an ani-
mal covered in shaggy fur, with horns on your head. Or you may have been
born as a hungry ghost, for example, having to live without being able to
find any food or even a drop of water. Or you may have been reborn in the
hells, having to experience the miseries of heat and cold, being roasted or
on fire.

Your mental continuum does not cease after your death; it must take
rebirth. There are only two migrations for rebirth—the upper and the
lower realms. If you are born in the Hell Without Respite, you will have to
stay there with your body indistinguishable from the hellfire. In the milder
hells, such as the Hell of Continual Resurrection, you are killed and then
revived hundreds of times each day: you continually suffer torments. How
could we endure this if we cannot even bear to put our hand in a fire now?
And we will suffer in these hells the same way that we would suffer from
such heat in our present bodies. We might wonder, “Maybe the experience
[suffering] is different, and easier?” but that is wrong.

If reborn as a hungry ghost you will not be able to find so much as a
drop of water for years. If you find it hard to observe a fasting retreat now,
how could you endure such a rebirth? And as for the animal rebirths, take
the case of being a dog. Examine in detail the sort of places where they live,
the way they have to go in search of food and the sort of food they eventu-
ally find. Do you think you could possibly bear living that sort of life? You
may feel, “The lower realms are far away.” But between you and the lower
realms is only that you can still draw breath.

As long as we remain uncritical, we never suspect that we are going to
the lower realms. We probably think that we more or less keep our vows,
perform most of our daily recitations, and have not committed any serious
sin, such as killing a person and running off with his horse. The trouble is
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we have not looked into things properly. We should think it over in detail;
then we would see that we are not free to choose whether we go to the
lower realms or not. This is determined by our karma. We have a mixture
of virtuous and nonvirtuous karma in our mental streams. The stronger of
these two will be triggered by craving and clinging when we die. When we
look into which of these two is the stronger in our mental streams, we will
see that it is nonvirtue. And the degree of strength is determined by the
force of the motive, the deed, and the final step. Thus, although we might
think we have only done small nonvirtues, their force is in fact enormous.

Let us take an example. Suppose you say one scornful word to your
pupils, for instance. You are motivated by strong hostility and, as for the
deed, you use the harshest words that will really wound them. And for the
final step, you feel proud and have an inflated opinion of yourself. These
three parts—motivation, deed, and final step—could not have been done
better! Suppose you kill a louse. Your motive is strong hostility. You roll the
louse between your fingers, and so on, torturing it a long while, then even-
tually you kill it. For the final step, you think “That was helpful” and
become very smug. So the nonvirtue has become extremely powerful.

We might feel our virtue is very strong, but in fact it is extremely weak.
The preparation, the motive, the main part of the deed, the final step, ded-
icating the virtue, etc.—all have to be done purely if the virtue is to be very
strong. Contrast this with the virtue we perform. First, there is our motive.
I think it is rare for us to be motivated by even the least of motives, a yearn-
ing for a better rebirth—let alone have the best of motives, bodhichitta [the
mind that aspires to enlightenment], or the next best, renunciation. Right
at the beginning, we usually aspire to achieve desires related to this life’s
trivia; any prayers we make to this end are in fact sinful.Then, for the main
part of the deed, there is no pure joy or enthusiasm to it; when we recite
even one rosary of o˙ ma˚i padme hÒ˙, for example, our minds cannot
stay focused the whole time. Everything is either sleep or distraction! It is
difficult to do things well for even the time it takes to recite the Hundreds
of Gods of Tu˝hita once. And when it comes to making the final prayers and
dedications, we slip back into directing them toward this life. So, although
we might feel we have performed great virtues, in fact they are only feeble.

Sometimes we do not prepare properly; at other times we botch the
motive or the final step; and there are times when we don’t do any of them
properly. Thus only the nonvirtuous karma in our mental streams is very
strong; it is the only possible thing that will be activated when we die. And
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if this is what indeed happens, the place where we will go could only be the
lower realms. That is why it is definite we shall be reborn in the lower
realms. Now, we say that our lamas possess clairvoyance, and we ask them
for dice divinations or prophecies on where we shall take rebirth. We feel
relieved if they say, “You will get a good rebirth,” and are afraid if the
answer is, “It will be bad.” But how can we have any confidence in such
predictions?We do not need dice divinations, prophecies, or horoscopes to
tell us where we will go in our next lives. Our compassionate Teacher has
already given us predictions in the sÒtra basket [sÒtra pi˛aka]. We have also
received them from many pandits and adepts of both India andTibet. For
example, firya N›g›rjuna says in his Precious Garland:

From nonvirtue comes all suffering
And likewise all the lower realms.
From virtue come all upper realms
And all happy rebirths.

We cannot be certain—even by means of direct valid cognition—of
such things as where we will go in our future rebirths. Nevertheless, our
Teacher correctly perceived this extremely obscure object of valid cogni-
tion and taught on it without error. Thus we can be certain only by using
the Buddha’s valid scriptures for an inference based on trust.

So, if it is so definite that we shall be reborn in the lower realms, from
this moment on we must look for some means to stop it from happening.
If we really want to be free of the lower realms, we should seek some refuge
to protect us. For example, a criminal sentenced to execution will seek the
protection of an influential official in order to escape punishment. If we
have become tainted by intolerably sinful karma through our misdeeds, we
are in danger of being punished under [karmic] law and of going to the
lower realms. We should seek the refuge of the Three Jewels [Buddha,
Dharma, and Saºgha], because only they can protect us from this fate. But
we must not just seek this refuge; we must also modify our behavior.2 If
there were some way the buddhas could rid us of our sins and obscurations
by, say, washing them away with water, or by leading us by the hand, they
would have already done so, and we would now have no suffering.They do
not do this. The Great One taught the Dharma; it is we who must modify
our behavior according to the laws of cause and effect, and do so unmis-
takenly. It says in a sÒtra:
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The sages do not wash sin away with water;
They do not rid beings of suffering with their hands;
They do not transfer realizations of suchness onto others.
They liberate by teaching the truth of suchness.

Thus you should feel, “I shall seek refuge in theThree Jewels in order to
be free of the lower realms, and I shall adopt the means to free me from
these realms. I shall modify my behavior according to the laws of cause and
effect.” This is setting your motivation on the level of the lamrim shared
with the small scope.

All the same, is it enough merely to be free of the lower realms? No, it is
not. You will only achieve one or two physical rebirths in the upper realms
before falling back to the lower realms when your evil karma catches up
with you. This is not the ultimate answer, not something in which you can
put your trust. We have in fact obtained many rebirths in the upper realms
and afterward have fallen back into the lower realms. We are sure to fall
back the same way yet again. In our past rebirths, we took the form of the
powerful gods Brahm› and Indra and lived in celestial palaces. This hap-
pened many times, yet we left these rebirths and had to writhe on the red-
hot iron surface of the hells. Again and again this happened. In the celestial
realms, we enjoyed the nectar of the gods; then, when we left these rebirths,
we had to drink molten iron in the hells. We amused ourselves in the com-
pany of many gods and goddesses, then had to live surrounded by terrify-
ing guardians of hell. We were reborn as universal emperors and ruled over
hundreds of thousands of subjects; and then we were born as the meanest
serfs and slaves, such as donkey drivers and cowherds. Sometimes we were
born as sun and moon gods, and our bodies gave off so much light that we
illuminated the four continents.3 Then we were born in the depths of the
ocean between continents, where it was so dark we could not even see the
movements of our own limbs. And so on. No matter what you achieve of
this sort of worldly happiness, it is untrustworthy and has no worth.

We have already experienced so much suffering, but as long as we are
not liberated from sa˙s›ra [cyclic existence], we must experience very
much more. If all the filthy things—all the dung and dirt we have eaten in
our past animal rebirths as dogs and pigs—were piled up in one place, the
dung heap would be bigger than Meru, the king of mountains. Yet we will
have to eat even more filth as long as we are still not liberated from
sa˙s›ra. If all our heads cut off by past enemies were piled up, the top of
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the heap would be even higher than Brahm›’s realm. Yet, if we do not put
an end to our cyclic existence, we must lose even more heads. In our past
hell rebirths, boiling-hot water was forced down our throats—more water
than there is even in the great oceans—but we must drink even more, so
long as we have not freed ourselves from sa˙s›ra. Thus we should be
hugely depressed when we think about how in the future we will wander
aimlessly, with no end to our cyclic existence.

Even the rebirths of gods and humans are nothing but suffering. The
human rebirth has the sufferings of birth, old age, sickness, and death; it
has the suffering of being separated from the things one holds dear, meet-
ing with unpleasantness, and not finding the things one wants despite
searching for them. The demigods also have sufferings, for they are
maimed or wounded when they go to battle, and they suffer all the time
from gnawing jealousy. When reborn as a god of the desire realm, one suf-
fers because one displays the omens of death. The gods of the [two] higher
realms do not have any manifest suffering. However, they are still, by
nature, under the sway of the suffering that applies to all conditioned phe-
nomena because they have not gained enough freedom to maintain their
state. In the end they will fall, so they have not transcended suffering.

In short, as long as you are not free of sa˙s›ra for good, you have not
transcended the nature of suffering. You therefore must definitely become
liberated from it; and you must do so with your present rebirth.

We normally say, “We cannot do anything in this rebirth,” and make
prayers for our next rebirth. But it is possible to do it in this rebirth. We
have gained the optimum human rebirth, and this is the most advanta-
geous physical form to have for the practice of Dharma. We are free from
adverse conditions—we have met with the Buddha’s teachings, and so
forth. We have all the right conditions, and so if we cannot achieve libera-
tion now, when shall we ever achieve it?

Thus you should feel, “Now I definitely must liberate myself from
sa˙s›ra, come what may. And liberation is achieved only by means of the
precious three high trainings. I will therefore train myself in these three
and gain my liberation from this great ocean of suffering.” This is setting
your motivation at the level of the lamrim shared with the medium scope.

But is even this sufficient? Again, it is not. If you achieve the state of a
Ÿhr›vaka [hearer] or pratyekabuddha [solitary realizer] arhat for your own
sake, you have not even fulfilled your own needs and done virtually noth-
ing for the sake of others. This is because you have not yet abandoned
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some of the things you ought, such as the obscurations to omniscience and
the four causes of ignorance. It would be like having to bundle up every-
thing twice to cross a river once: although you may have achieved all the
steps up to arhatship in the path of the Hınay›na [Lesser Vehicle], you
must then develop bodhichitta and train in the tasks of a child of the vic-
torious ones right from the basics, starting at the Mah›y›na path of accu-
mulation. It would be like entering a monastery and working your way up
from being a kitchen hand to the abbot; then, on entering another
monastery, you have to go back to working in the kitchen again.

[Chandragomin] said in his Letter to a Disciple:

They are kinsmen stranded in sa˙s›ra’s ocean
Who seem to have fallen into the abyss;
When due to birth, death, and rebirth
You don’t recognize them and reject them,
Freeing only yourself: there is no greater shame.

In other words, although we do not recognize each other as such, there
is not one sentient being who has not been our mother. And just as we have
taken countless rebirths, we have had countless mothers; no being has not
been our mother. And each time they were our mother, the kindness they
showed us was no different from the kindness shown by our mother in this
life. Since they did nothing but lovingly care for us, there is not the slight-
est difference between our present mother’s kindness and care toward us
and that of every sentient being.

However, some may feel, “All sentient beings are not my mother. If they
were, I would recognize them as my mother; instead, I do not!” But since
it is quite possible that many do not recognize even their mother of this
life, mere nonrecognition is not sufficient reason for someone not to be
your mother. There are others who might feel, “Mothers of past lives
belong to the past. It makes no sense to say they are still one’s kind moth-
ers.” But the kindness and care that mothers showed you in the past, and
the kindness and the care your present mother shows you, are not in the
least bit different from each other, either in being your mother or in their
kindness and care. The kindness is the same if you received some food or
wealth from someone last year or this year. The time of the deed, past or
future, does not alter the degree of kindness. Thus all sentient beings are
nothing but kind mothers to you.
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How could we ignore these kind mothers of ours, who have fallen into
the middle of the ocean of sa˙s›ra, and doing only what pleases us, work
only for our own liberation? It would be like children singing and dancing
on the shore when one of their dearly beloved close relatives, such as their
mother, was about to fall into the ocean’s riptide. The rip is flowing out to
the ocean, and she cries and calls out to them in terror, but they are com-
pletely oblivious to her. Is there anyone who is more shameful or con-
temptible? The currents in the oceans are said to be whirlpools, and it is a
most horrifying thing when a boat, coracle, and so on, enters the mael-
strom, for it is sure to sink. Just like in that example, though we presently
do not seem to have any relationship with all sentient beings who have
fallen into these ocean currents of sa˙s›ra, this is not so. All are our kind
mothers, and we must repay their kindness. Giving food to the hungry,
drink to the thirsty, wealth to the poor, etc., and satisfying their wants,
would repay some of them their kindnesses; but this would really not be of
much benefit.The best way to repay their kindness is to cause them to have
every happiness and to be without every kind of suffering. There is no bet-
ter way to repay their kindness.

With these thoughts you should come to think, “May these sentient
beings have every form of happiness,” which is the development of love.
You also feel, “May they be without every suffering,” which is the devel-
opment of compassion. You develop altruism when you feel, “The respon-
sibility for carrying out these two has fallen on me. I, and I alone, shall
work for these ends.”

Still, are you now able to do these? As for right now, forget about all
beings—you cannot work for the sake of even one sentient being. Who
then can? The bodhisattvas abiding on the pure levels4 and the Ÿhr›vakas
or pratyekabuddhas can benefit sentient beings; but they can only do a lit-
tle of what the buddhas are capable of doing. Thus a buddha, who is with-
out equal in his deeds for the welfare of beings, is the only one. Each ray of
light from the body of a buddha is able to mature and liberate immeasur-
able sentient beings. Buddhas emanate bodies that appear before each sen-
tient being. These forms are tailored to the mental dispositions, sense
faculties, wishes, and karmic tendencies of these beings. Buddhas can
teach them the Dharma in their individual languages. These are some of
the capabilities of buddhas.

If you wonder whether we can achieve the same level of buddhahood,
the answer is, we can. The best of all physical rebirths to have for its
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attainment is the optimum rebirth. We have gained a very special type of
physical rebirth: we were born from the womb of a human of the South-
ern Continent, and we have the six types of physical constituents. We are
thus able to achieve in one lifetime the state of unification of Vajradhara,
unless we do not apply ourselves. We have attained such a physical rebirth.
The means to achieve buddhahood is the Dharma of the Supreme Vehicle;
and the teachings of the second Victorious One [Je Tsongkapa] on this
vehicle are completely unmistaken. His stainless teachings combine both
the sÒtras and the tantras. We have met with such teachings.

In short, we are free from any unfavorable conditions, except for cheat-
ing ourselves by not making effort. If now, when we have attained such an
excellent foundation with all the favorable conditions, we cannot achieve
buddhahood, it is certain that in the future we will not gain any better
rebirth or Dharma. Some of us might claim, “Now is a degenerate time;
our timing has been bad.” But since beginningless cyclic existence we have
never experienced a time with more potential benefit for us than now. We
could have no better a time than this. We shall find such a situation only
once. We must therefore work toward our buddhahood, come what may.

Thus, this should lead you to feel, “I shall do all I can to achieve my
goal: peerless, full enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings.” This
thought summons up bodhichitta, and it is how you set your motivation
according to the great scope of the lamrim. You have developed bodhi-
chitta if you genuinely experience this thought in an unforced manner.

You must practice in order to achieve this buddhahood, and you must
know what to practice in order to succeed. Some people wanting to prac-
tice Dharma, but not knowing how to do so, may go to some isolated
retreat and recite a few mantras, make a few prayers, or even manage to
achieve a few of the [nine] mental states [leading to mental quiescence],
but they will not know how to do anything else. You must study complete
and error-free instructions that leave out nothing about the practice of
Dharma in order to know these things. And the king of such instructions
is the lamrim, the stages of the path to enlightenment. You must therefore
develop the motivation: “I shall listen attentively to the lamrim and then
put it into practice.”

In general, it is vital to have one of these three motives at the beginning of
any practice. Especially when you listen to a discourse on the lamrim, just
any motive is not sufficient. You must at least listen in conjunction with a
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forced or contrived form of bodhichitta. For people who have already
experienced the development of bodhichitta, it may be sufficient for them
to think over a short formula such as “For the sake of all mother sentient
beings…” However, this is not enough to transform the mind of a begin-
ner. If you think over the lamrim, starting with the immense difficulty of
gaining an optimum human rebirth, your mind will turn toward bodhi-
chitta. This does not apply only to the lamrim. When we Gelugpas attend
any teaching at all, be it an initiation, oral transmission, discourse, or
whatever, we should go over the whole lamrim as a preliminary when we
set our motivation. Even short prayers include all of the three scopes of the
lamrim, with nothing left out.5 My precious guru has said time and again
that this is the supreme distinguishing feature of the teachings of the old
Kadampas and of us new Kadampas. Those of you who will bear the
responsibility of preserving these teachings must carry out your studies in
this fashion. (However, when giving a long-life initiation, it is the practice
not to speak about impermanence, [death], and so on, as this is an inaus-
picious gesture: one only speaks on the difficulty of obtaining this benefi-
cial, optimum human rebirth.)

Some of the people attending this teaching of the Dharma might feel, “I
am truly fortunate to be studying this, but I cannot put it into practice.”
Others attend because they are imitating others—“If you go, I’ll come
too.” No one will attend this teaching in order to make a living out of per-
forming rituals in people’s homes; but this happens with other teachings
like major initiations. When you attend other teachings—initiations for
example—you may think you will receive the power to subdue evil spirits
by reciting the mantra, and so forth; or you may think you will subdue
sicknesses or spirits, achieve wealth, acquire power, etc. Others, no matter
how many teachings they have received, treat Dharma as if it were, for
example, capital to start a business; they then go to places like Mongolia to
peddle the Dharma. Such people accumulate enormous, grave sins
through the Dharma. The Buddha, our Teacher, discussed the means to
achieve liberation and omniscience. To exploit such teachings for worldly
ends is equal to forcing a king off his throne and making him sweep the
floor. So, if you seem to have any of these above-mentioned bad motives,
get rid of them; summon up some contrived bodhichitta and then listen.
So much for the setting of your motivation.

Here follows the main body of the teaching to which you are actually
going to listen.

�
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Firstly, the Dharma you are going to practice should have been spoken by
the Buddha and discussed and proven by the [Indian] pandits. Your prac-
tice must be one from which the great adepts derived their insights and
realizations; otherwise, an instruction could be termed “profound” even if
it were not something spoken by Buddha and were unknown to the other
scholar-adepts. Meditate on such an instruction and you could be in dan-
ger of getting some result that no one else has ever achieved before—not
even the buddhas! You therefore must examine the Dharma you are going
to make your practice. As the master Sakya Pa˚˜ita says:

With the pettiest business deal
In horses, jewels, and so on,
You question everything and examine all.
I have seen how diligent you are
With the petty actions of this life!

The good or bad in all your future lives
Comes from the holy Dharma,
Yet you treat that Dharma like a dog eats food:
You worship whatever comes along
Without first checking whether it is good or evil.

When we buy a horse for example, we examine numerous things, get a
divination beforehand, and question lots of other people. Take the exam-
ple of an ordinary monk. Even when he buys a tea brick, he checks its
color, weight, and shape many times over. He makes quite sure it has not
been damaged by water, etc., and he asks other people’s opinions. Yet if he
is unlucky, it would only affect a few cups of tea.

You investigate such things as this thoroughly, even though they have
only temporary value for you. But you do not seem to investigate at all the
Dharma you are to practice, although this is the foundation of your eter-
nal hopes for all your rebirths. You treat it like dog does food—whatever
you chance upon is acceptable. How very wrong that is! If you go wrong
here, you have ruined your eternal hopes. Thus, you must examine the
Dharma you intend to practice before you engage in it.

If you examine our present Dharma, the lamrim, you will see it is the
best of all. Even the extraordinary profundity of the secret tantras depends
upon the lamrim; if you do not develop the three fundamentals of the path
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[renunciation, bodhichitta, and the correct view of emptiness] in your
mindstream, you cannot be enlightened in one lifetime by means of the
mantra path. I have heard of many supposedly profound teachings that
derive from visions or from hidden texts, all of which are supposed to
bestow such miraculous powers—but there is absolutely nothing in them
to teach you the three fundamentals of the path, nor any instruction of
outstanding value.

Now what we call the lamrim was not invented by Je Rinpoche [Lama
Tsongkapa], or AtiŸha, etc. Its lineage stems from the completely perfect
Buddha himself and from him alone. But when you come to understand
the teachings, beyond whether they have been given the name “lamrim”
while others have not, you will see that all the scriptures are the lamrim.
The precious set of the Perfection of Wisdom sÒtras is supreme, outstand-
ing, and most excellent among all the teachings of our Teacher. In these
sÒtras he taught directly the profound stages of the path [the wisdom of
emptiness], which are the profound items of the eighty-four thousand
bundles of the Dharma; he also covertly taught the extensive part of the
lamrim in them [the methods of the buddhas]. This then is the source of
the lineage.The extensive part was passed on to the Buddha’s foremost dis-
ciple Maitreya, who in turn passed it on to Asaºga. The profound part of
the lamrim passed from MañjuŸhrı to N›g›rjuna. This is how the lamrim
lineage split into two—the Profound and the Extensive.

In order to clarify the lamrim, Maitreya composed his Five Treatises,
Asaºga wrote the Five Texts on the Levels,N›g›rjuna his Six Logic Treatises,
and so on. So the Profound and Extensive lamrim lineages came down sep-
arately to the great peerless AtiŸha. He received the Extensive Lineage from
Suvar˚advıpa and the Profound from Vidy›kokila; he combined the two
into one stream. He also inherited the Lineage of Deeds Bestowing Great
Blessing that ⁄h›ntideva received from Mañjugho˝ha, as well as the line-
ages of the secret tantras, and so on.Thus, the lineages he inherited carried
the complete sÒtras and tantras.

AtiŸha composed his Lamp on the Path to Enlightenment in Tibet. This
work combines the key points of the complete doctrine. Since that time,
the convention of calling these teachings by the name lamrim developed.
After that, the lineages concerning the profound view and the extensive
tasks have been combined into one stream. But due to further expanding
and condensing, this was split into three during the Kadampa period: the
Classical, the Stages of the Path, and the Oral Instruction lineages. Later
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still, Je Tsongkapa received all three of these from Namkha Gyaeltsaen of
Lhodrag, himself a great adept, and from Choekyab Zangpo, the abbot of
Dragor. It has been a single lineage from that time on.

Great Je Rinpoche made petitions in his prayers [to the lineage holders
of this tradition] below the Lion Rock at Radreng to the north of Lhasa;
and there he started to write “Unlocking the Door of the Supreme Path.”
He had with him a statue of AtiŸha that depicted AtiŸha with his head bent
over to one side. Whenever Je Rinpoche petitioned this statue, he received
visions of all the gurus of the lamrim lineage, and they would discuss
Dharma with him. In particular, he had visions of AtiŸha, Dromtoenpa,
Potowa, and Sharawa for a month. These latter three figures finally dis-
solved into AtiŸha, who placed his hand at the crown of Je Rinpoche’s head
and said, “Perform deeds for the teaching and I shall help you.” This
means that it was he who requested Tsongkapa to write the Great Stages of
the Path. Je Rinpoche completed it up to the end of the part dealing with
mental quiescence. Venerable Mañjugho˝ha requested him to complete
the book. As a result, Je Rinpoche wrote the section on special insight.
Thus, be aware that the book is a veritable treasure trove of blessings, even
if we ignore everything else and only consider those who requested him to
compose it.This is secretly taught in passages, such as the colophon, which
begins “By the amazing good works of the victors and their children…”
[see p. 724]

Later, he composed the Stages of the Path to summarize the essence of the
matter treated in the Great Stages of the Path, leaving out the extra expla-
nations. This work deals mainly with the whispered lineages and older
explanation lineages; the two lamrims are said to complement each other
with different key points from the oral instructions.

You may not know how to integrate these texts into your practice. Je
Rinpoche later said:

People will eventually find it almost impossible to understand
how to put all these teachings into practice, so a condensed ver-
sion of how to practice them should be made in the future.

Following this injunction, the [Third] Dalai Lama Soenam Gyatso wrote
the Essence of Refined Gold. The great Fifth Dalai Lama wrote the
MañjuŸhrı’s Own Words lamrim as a commentary to this. The Pa˚chen
Lama Lozang Choekyi Gyaeltsaen wrote the Easy Path, and Lozang Yeshe
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[another Pa˚chen incarnation] composed its commentary, the Swift Path.
Je Rinpoche himself wrote three lamrims: the Great, Medium, and Small
(also known as Songs from Experience). And, in addition to the above four
concise teachings by the Dalai Lamas and Pa˚chen Lamas, Ngagwang
Dragpa of Dagpo wrote the Essence of Eloquence. These are the eight most
famous teachings on the lamrim.

You must receive the lineage discourses for these root texts and com-
mentaries separately: these do not relate as root texts and commentaries. In
particular, there are two lineages of discourses onMañjuŸhrı’s OwnWords,
one more detailed than the other. One of these was maintained in the Cen-
tral Province, while the other was upheld in the south; this resulted in the
two splitting off from each other. You must also receive the lineage dis-
courses for both of these separately. Chancellor Tapugpa and his followers
later assessed the lineages of this text. He claimed that if he had read this
text earlier, he would not have had so many problems with lamrim medi-
tation topics. And it is as he says: the concise teaching of the Swift Path and
the two lines of MañjuŸhrı’s Own Words go together to make something
particularly profound that just one text would not.

When our Teacher Buddha taught, there was no difference between the
two lineages—one for the oral transmission and one for the oral discourse.
Only later, when his teachings were no longer fully comprehensible, were
those discourses given separately. The discourses that painstakingly give a
detailed and elaborate discussion of the individual words in a text have
been called formal discourses. The concise discourse refers to oral teachings
that do not elaborate much on the words of the text but instead expose the
heart of the instruction, much as skillful doctors dissect a fresh corpse in
front of their students.The way they point out the five solid organs, the six
hollow organs, etc., would give a vivid introduction. In the practical dis-
course, the lama speaks from his own experience, according to what the stu-
dents’ minds can manage. The experiential teaching is as follows. The
disciples stay together around a retreat house.They are taught a set of visu-
alizations, which they then begin to meditate on. They are not taught the
next topic until they have gained some meditative experience on those
practices. When they gain some experience, they are taught the next one.
These discourses come down to us in lineages blessed by insight. They are
most beneficial for taming the mindstream.

The teaching I shall now offer is a practical discourse. A few of those
present are unfortunate enough only to have the time to attend this sort of
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teaching once or twice. They are interested in these teachings, although
they must later go their separate ways. For their sakes I shall be combining
the Swift Path and the brief and detailed lineages of MañjuŸhrı’s Own
Words. Later on, when we get to that part, I shall give the seven-point mind
training on the interchange of self and others.

I have no reservations about giving this teaching. It will create root mer-
its for the two departed aristocrats in whose memory this teaching is being
given. And when I teach the lamrim, I do not have to weigh the benefits or
dangers to guru or disciple, something I have to do when I give other teach-
ings, such as initiations. A lamrim teaching can only be most beneficial.

All of you, practice what you can; and you must pray on behalf of these
two departed noblemen.

Kyabje Pabongka Rinpoche gave a short oral transmission of the opening lines
of these lamrim texts. Then we were free to go.
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1. Outline of the Text

HEADING OUTLINE SECTION HEADING PAGE
number number number

PART ONE: THE PRELIMINARIES
1 1 The greatness of the authors, given to show

the teaching has an immaculate source 27

2 11 How AtiŸha was born to one of the highest
families 28

3 12 How he attained his good qualities in that
very rebirth 28

4 13 The things he did to further the doctrine after
gaining these qualities 39

5 131 How he did this in India 40

6 132 How he did this in Tibet 40

7 2 The greatness of the Dharma, given to increase
one’s respect for the instruction 60

8 21 The greatness of allowing you to realize that all
the teachings are without contradiction 60

9 22 The greatness of allowing all the scriptures to
present themselves to you as instructions 63

10 23 The greatness of allowing you to easily discover
the true thinking of the Victorious One 67

11 24 The greatness of allowing you to save yourself
from the worst misdeed 68

12 25 The lamrim is complete because it contains
all the subject matter of sÒtra and tantra 70

13 26 It is easy to put into practice because it
emphasizes the steps for taming the mind 72
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14 27 It is superior to the other traditions because it
contains instructions from two gurus who were
schooled in the traditions of the Two Great
Champions 72

15 3 How to teach and listen to the Dharma that has these
two greatness [of the authors and of the Dharma] 73

16 31 The way to listen to the Dharma 73

17 311 Contemplating the benefits of studying
the Dharma 75

18 312 How to show respect for the Dharma and
its teacher 80

19 313 The actual way to listen to the Dharma 81

20 313.1 Abandoning the three types of faults hindering
one from becoming a worthy vessel 81

21 313.11 The fault of being like an upturned vessel 81

22 313.12 The fault of being like a stained vessel 81

23 313.13 The fault of being like a leaky vessel 82

24 313.2 Cultivating the six helpful attitudes 82

25 313.21 [Developing] the attitude that you are like
a patient 82

26 313.22 Developing the attitude that the holy Dharma
is medicine 83

27 313.23 Developing the attitude that your spiritual guide
is like a skillful doctor 84

28 313.24 Developing the attitude that diligent practice
will cure the illness 84

29 313.25 Developing the attitude that tath›gatas are
holy beings 88

30 313.26 Developing the attitude that this tradition
should be preserved for a long time 88

31 32 The way to teach the Dharma 93

32 321 Thinking about the benefits of teaching the Dharma 94

33 322 Being respectful to the Dharma and its teacher 96

34 323 What to think and do while teaching 96

35 323.1 What to think 96
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36 323.2 What to do while teaching 97

37 324 The difference between the people you should
teach and those you should not 99

38 33 What things the disciples and teacher should do
together at the end 100

PART TWO: THE PREPARATORY RITES
39 4 The sequence in which the disciples are to be

taught the actual instructions 104

40 41 The root of the path: devotion to a spiritual guide 104

41 411 What to do in your meditation sessions 104

42 411.1 The preparatory rites 105

43 411.11 Cleaning your room and arranging the symbols
of enlightened body, speech, and mind 105

44 411.12 Obtaining offerings without deceit and arranging
them beautifully 115

45 411.13 Adopting the eight-featured sitting posture—
or whatever posture is convenient for you—
on a comfortable seat, and then taking refuge,
developing bodhichitta, and so on, in an especially
virtuous frame of mind, making sure that these
practices properly suffuse your mindstream 121

46 411.14 Petitioning the merit field 150

47 411.15 Offering the seven-limbed prayer and a world
ma˚˜ala—practices that contain all the key points
for accumulating merit and self-purification 170

48 411.151 The first limb: homage 171

49 411.152 The second limb: offering 175

50 411.153 The third limb: confession of sins 184

51 411.154 The fourth limb: rejoicing 190

52 411.154.1 Rejoicing over your own virtue 191

53 411.154.11 Rejoicing over your past lives’ virtue, which you
can discern by means of inferential valid cognition 192
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54 411.154.12 Rejoicing over your present life’s virtue, which
you can discern by means of direct valid cognition 192

55 411.154.2 Rejoicing over the virtue of others 193

56 411.155 The fifth limb: requesting the wheel of Dharma
to be turned 193

57 411.156 The sixth limb: petitioning the merit field
not to enter nirv›˚a 194

58 411.157 The seventh limb: the dedication 195

59 411.16 Further petitions, which follow the oral instructions,
made in order to be sure your mindstream is
sufficiently imbued by your meditations 201

60 411.2 How to pursue the main part of the session 211

PART THREE: THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE PATH
61 411.21 The advantages of relying on a spiritual guide 218

62 411.211 You will come closer to buddhahood 218

63 411.211.1 You will come closer to buddhahood by
practicing the instructions he taught you 219

64 411.211.2 You will also come closer to buddhahood
through making offerings to the guru and
serving him 221

65 411.212 It pleases the victorious ones 222

66 411.212.1 The buddhas of the ten directions are willing to
teach you Dharma, but you are not even fortunate
enough to see the supreme nirm›˚ak›ya, let alone
the sa˙bhogak›ya, because these appear only to
ordinary beings with pure karma 222

67 411.212.2 If you do not rely properly on your guru,
you will not please the buddhas, no matter
how many offerings you make to them 223

68 411.213 You will not be disturbed by demons or
bad company 223

69 411.214 You will automatically put a stop to all delusions
and misdeeds 224
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70 411.215 Your insights and realization into the levels
and the path will increase 224

71 411.216 You will not be deprived of virtuous spiritual
guides in all your future rebirths 225

72 411.217 You will not fall into the lower realms 227

73 411.218 You will effortlessly achieve all short- and
long-term aims 228

74 411.22 The disadvantages of not relying on a spiritual
guide, or of letting your devotion lapse 228

75 411.221 If you disparage your guru,
you insult all the victorious ones 229

76 411.222 When you develop angry thoughts toward
your guru, you destroy your root merits and
will be reborn in hell for the same number of
eons as the moments [of your anger] 230

77 411.223 You will not achieve the supreme state, despite
your reliance on tantra 230

78 411.224 Though you seek the benefits of tantra, your
practice will achieve only the hells and the like 231

79 411.225 You will not develop fresh qualities you have
not already developed, and those you have will
degenerate 231

80 411.226 In this life you will suffer undesirable
illnesses and so on 232

81 411.227 You will wander endlessly in the lower realms
in your next lives 233

82 411.228 You will be deprived of spiritual guides in all
future lives 234

83 411.23 Devoting yourself through thought 238

84 411.231 The root: training yourself to have faith in
your guru 239

85 411.231.1 The reason you must regard the guru
as a buddha 240

86 411.231.2 The reason you are able to see him this way 241

87 411.231.3 How to regard him properly 242

88 411.231.31 Vajradhara stated that the guru is a buddha 242
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89 411.231.32 Proof that the guru is the agent of all the
buddhas’ good works 243

90 411.231.33 Buddhas and bodhisattvas are still working
for the sake of sentient beings 245

91 411.231.34 You cannot be sure of appearances 247

92 411.232 Developing respect for him by remembering
his kindness 252

93 411.232.1 The guru is much kinder than all the buddhas 252

94 411.232.11 He is much kinder than all the buddhas is general 252

95 411.232.12 He is kinder specifically than even ⁄h›kyamuni
Buddha 253

96 411.232.2 His kindness in teaching the Dharma 254

97 411.232.3 His kindness in blessing your mindstream 256

98 411.232.4 His kindness in attracting you into his circle
through material gifts 257

99 411.24 Devoting yourself through deeds 263

100 411.3 What to do in the last part of the session 267

101 412 What to do between meditation sessions 267

102 42 The proper graduated training you should
undertake after you have begun to rely on
your spiritual guide 270

103 421 The stimulus to take the essence from your
optimum human rebirth 270

104 421.1 A short discussion to convince you 270

105 421.11 Identifying the optimum human rebirth 271

106 421.111 The freedoms 271

107 421.112 The endowments 273

108 421.112.1 The five personal endowments 273

109 421.112.2 The five endowments in relation to others 274

110 421.2 Thinking about the great benefits of the
optimum human rebirth 275

111 421.21 Its great benefits from the short-term
point of view 276
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112 421.22 Its great benefits from the ultimate
point of view 276

113 421.23 Thinking briefly about how even every moment
of it can be most beneficial 278

114 421.3 Thinking about how difficult the optimum
human rebirth is to acquire 278

115 421.31 Thinking about the causes for its being so
hard to acquire 278

116 421.32 Some analogies for the difficulty of acquiring it 281

117 421.33 It’s difficult by nature to acquire 283

PART FOUR: THE SMALL SCOPE
118 422 How to extract the essence from your optimum

human rebirth 294

119 422.1 Training your mind in the stages of the path
shared with the small scope 294

120 422.11 Developing a yearning for a good rebirth 294

121 422.111 Recalling that your present rebirth will not
last long and that you will die 294

122 422.111.1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 295

123 422.111.11 The drawback that you will not remember
Dharma 295

124 422.111.12 The drawback that you will remember [the Dharma]
but not practice it 295

125 422.111.13 [The drawback that] you will practice but not
practice properly 295

126 422.111.14 The drawback of not practicing seriously 300

127 422.111.15 The drawback of acting vulgarly 300

128 422.111.16 The drawback of having to die with regrets 300

129 422.111.2 The advantages of remembering death 301

130 422.111.21 The advantage of being most beneficial 301

131 422.111.22 The advantage of being most powerful 303

132 422.111.23 It is important at the beginning 303
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133 422.111.24 It is important in the meantime 303

134 422.111.25 It is important at the end 303

135 422.111.26 The advantage that you will die happily
and gladly 303

136 422.111.3 The actual way to remember death 304

137 422.111.31 The nine-part meditation on death 304

138 422.111.311 The first root: thinking about the inevitability
of death 304

139 422.111.311.1 The first reason: the Lord of Death will
inevitably come, and no circumstance at all
can prevent this 304

140 422.111.311.2 The second reason: thinking how nothing
is being added to your lifespan and it is always
being subtracted from 307

141 422.111.311.3 The third reason: thinking about how you
will definitely die before getting round to
practicing Dharma 309

142 422.111.312 The second root: thinking about the
uncertainty of when you will die 310

143 422.111.312.1 The first reason: the lifespan of people from
the Southern Continent is not fixed, and this
is especially so for lifespans during these
degenerate times 310

144 422.111.312.2 The second reason: when you will die is
uncertain because there are many factors
contributing toward your death and few
toward your life 313

145 422.111.312.3 The third reason: when you will die is uncertain
because the body is extremely fragile 313

146 422.111.313 The third root: thinking of how nothing can
help you when you die except Dharma 315

147 422.111.313.1 The first reason: wealth cannot help you 315

148 422.111.313.2 The second reason: friends and relatives
cannot help you 316

149 422.111.313.3 The third reason: even your body cannot help you 317

150 422.111.32 Meditation on the aspects of death 318
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151 422.112 Thinking about what sort of happiness or
suffering you will have in your next rebirth
in either of the two types of migration 323

152 422.112.1 Thinking about the sufferings of the hells 325

153 422.112.11 Thinking about the sufferings of sentient beings in the
great, or hot, hells 325

154 422.112.111 The Hell of Continual Resurrection 326

155 422.112.112 The Black Line Hell 327

156 422.112.113 The Assemble-and-be-crushed Hell 327

157 422.112.114 The Hell of Lamentation 328

158 422.112.115 The Hell of Great Lamentation 328

159 422.112.116 The Hot Hell 328

160 422.112.117 The Extremely Hot Hell 328

161 422.112.118 The Hell Without Respite 329

162 422.112.12 The Surrounding Hells 332

163 422.112.13 Thinking about the sufferings of the cold hells 333

164 422.112.14 Thinking about the sufferings of the
occasional hells 335

165 422.112.2 Thinking about the sufferings of the
hungry ghosts 338

166 422.112.21 Thinking of the general sufferings of hungry
ghosts under six headings—heat, cold, hunger,
thirst, exhaustion, and fear 339

167 422.112.22 Thinking of the sufferings of particular
types of hungry ghosts 340

168 422.112.221 Ghosts with external obscurations 340

169 422.112.222 Those with internal obscurations 340

170 422.112.223 Those with obstructions from knots 341

171 422.112.3 Thinking about the sufferings of the animals 346

172 422.112.31 Thinking about their general sufferings 346

173 422.112.32 Thinking about the sufferings of particular
animals 348

174 422.112.321 Thinking about the suffering of animals living
in overcrowded environments 348
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175 422.112.322 [Thinking about the suffering of ] the more
dispersed animals 348

176 422.12 Teaching the means for happiness in your
next rebirth 352

177 422.121 Taking refuge: the holy gateway for entering
the teachings 353

178 422.121.1 The causes on which one’s taking refuge depends 353

179 422.121.2 What to take refuge in 353

180 422.121.21 The actual identification of the things to take
refuge in 354

181 422.121.22 The reasons why they are fitting objects of refuge 357

182 422.121.221 The first reason 357

183 422.121.222 The second reason 358

184 422.121.223 The third reason 358

185 422.121.224 The fourth reason 358

186 422.121.3 The measure of having taken refuge 359

187 422.121.31 Taking refuge by knowing the good qualities
of one’s refuge 359

188 422.121.311 The good qualities of the Buddha 360

189 422.121.311.1 The good qualities of his body 360

190 422.121.311.2 The good qualities of his speech 362

191 422.121.311.3 The good qualities of his mind 364

192 422.121.311.4 The good qualities of his good works 366

193 422.121.312 The good qualities of the Dharma 367

194 422.121.313 The good qualities of the Saºgha 368

195 422.121.32 Taking refuge by knowing the differences
between the Three Jewels 370

196 422.121.33 Taking refuge owing to one’s beliefs 371

197 422.121.34 Taking refuge and not asserting another [religion] 371

198 422.121.4 The benefits of taking refuge 375

199 422.121.5 Advice after one has taken refuge 380

200 422.121.51 Advice concerning each of the Three Jewels in turn 380
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201 422.121.511 Advice on what not to do 380

202 422.121.512 Advice on what to do 381

203 422.121.512.1 Respecting all Buddha images, even those
poorly crafted 381

204 422.121.512.2 Respecting even a single letter as if it were the
real jewel of Dharma 381

205 422.121.512.3 Respecting pieces from Saºgha members’ clothes,
or even maroon-colored rags fallen on the ground,
as you would the people who wore them 382

206 422.121.52 Advice concerning all Three Jewels in common 383

207 422.122 Developing believing faith in the law of cause
and effect—the root of all health and happiness 386

208 422.122.1 Thinking about cause and effect in general 388

209 422.122.11 The actual way to think about cause and effect
in general 388

210 422.122.111 How karma is fixed 389

211 422.122.112 Karma shows great increase 390

212 422.122.113 One does not meet with something if one
has not created the karma for it to happen 393

213 422.122.114 Karma once created will not disappear of its
own accord 395

214 422.122.12 Thinking about some of the specifics of cause
and effect 397

215 422.122.121 Thinking about the black side of cause and effect 397

216 422.122.121.1 The actual black karmic process 397

217 422.122.121.11 Killing 398

218 422.122.121.12 Taking what is not given 401

219 422.122.121.13 Sexual misconduct 401

220 422.122.121.14 Lying 402

221 422.122.121.15 Divisive speech 402

222 422.122.121.16 Harsh words 403

223 422.122.121.17 Idle gossip 403

224 422.122.121.18 Covetousness 404
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225 422.122.121.19 Harmful intent 404

226 422.122.121.110 Wrong views 405

227 422.122.121.2 The differences that make for heavy or
light karma 405

228 422.122.121.21 Heavy by nature 405

229 422.122.121.22 Heavy because of the intention 405

230 422.122.121.23 Heavy because of the deed 406

231 422.122.121.24 Heavy because of the basis 406

232 422.122.121.25 Heavy because of always being done 406

233 422.122.121.26 Heavy because no antidote has been applied 406

234 422.122.121.3 Teaching what the results of these karmas are 406

235 422.122.122 Thinking about the white side of cause and effect 408

236 422.122.122.1 Teaching the actual white karmic process 408

237 422.122.122.2 Teaching its results 409

238 422.122.122.21 The ripened result 409

239 422.122.122.22 Results congruent with the cause 409

240 422.122.122.23 Environmental results 410

241 422.122.123 Teaching about the doors that unintentionally
lead to powerful karma 410

242 422.122.123.1 Powerful owing to the field 410

243 422.122.123.2 Powerful because one had been a candidate
for vows 410

244 422.122.123.3 Powerful because of the things being done 412

245 422.122.123.4 Powerful because of the intention 413

246 422.122.2 Thinking about some of the specifics 414

247 422.122.21 The ripened qualities 414

248 422.122.22 The functions of the ripened qualities 415

249 422.122.23 The causes to achieve these ripened qualities 415

250 422.122.3 After thinking about these things, the way to
modify your behavior 419

251 422.122.31 The general teaching 419
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252 422.122.32 In particular, how to purify oneself with the
four powers 421

PART FIVE: THE MEDIUM SCOPE
253 422.2 Training your mind in the stages of the path

shared with the medium scope 427

254 422.21 Developing thoughts of yearning for liberation 427

255 422.211 Thinking about the general sufferings of sa˙s›ra 431

256 422.211.1 The bane of uncertainty 431

257 422.211.2 The bane of being dissatisfied 433

258 422.211.3 The bane of repeatedly leaving bodies 434

259 422.211.4 The bane of being conceived and born
over and over again 436

260 422.211.5 The bane of moving from high to low
over and over again 438

261 422.211.6 The bane of having no companion 439

262 422.212 Thinking about sa˙s›ra’s specific sufferings 440

263 422.212.1 Thinking about the sufferings of the lower realms 440

264 422.212.2 Thinking about the sufferings of the upper realms 440

265 422.212.21 Thinking about human sufferings 440

266 422.212.211 Thinking about the suffering of birth 440

267 422.212.212 The suffering of aging 442

268 422.212.213 The suffering of illness 446

269 422.212.214 The suffering of death 446

270 422.212.215 The suffering of being separated from the beautiful 447

271 422.212.216 The suffering of meeting with the ugly 447

272 422.212.217 Thinking about the suffering of seeking
the things we desire but not finding them 448

273 422.212.22 Thinking about the sufferings of the demigods 450

274 422.212.23 Thinking about the sufferings of the gods 451

275 422.22 Ascertaining the nature of the path leading
to liberation 461
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276 422.221 Thinking about the source of suffering—
the entry to sa˙s›ra 461

277 422.221.1 How delusions are developed 461

278 422.221.11 The identification of delusions 462

279 422.221.111 The root delusions 462

280 422.221.111.1 Attachment 463

281 422.221.111.2 Anger 463

282 422.221.111.3 Pride 464

283 422.221.111.4 Ignorance 464

284 422.221.111.5 Doubt 465

285 422.221.111.6 [Deluded] views 465

286 422.221.111.61 The view that equates the self with the perishable 466

287 422.221.111.62 Extreme views 466

288 422.221.111.63 The view of holding the aggregates to be supreme 466

289 422.221.111.64 Holding an ethic or mode of behavior to
be supreme 467

290 422.221.111.65 Wrong views 467

291 422.221.12 The stages in their development 468

292 422.221.13 The causes of delusions 469

293 422.221.131 The first cause: their foundation 469

294 422.221.132 The second cause: their focus or object 469

295 422.221.133 The third cause: society 470

296 422.221.134 The fourth cause: discussions 471

297 422.221.135 The fifth cause: familiarity 472

298 422.221.136 The sixth cause: unrealistic thinking 472

299 422.221.14 The drawbacks of delusions 472

300 422.221.2 How karma is accumulated 474

301 422.221.21 Mental karma 474

302 422.221.22 Intended karma 475

303 422.221.3 How you leave one rebirth at death and are
reconceived in another 476
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304 422.221.31 What happens at death 476

305 422.221.32 The way one achieves the bardo 478

306 422.221.33 The way one is conceived and reborn 479

307 422.221.331 Ignorance 480

308 422.221.332 Compositional factors 480

309 422.221.333 Consciousness 480

310 422.221.334 Name and form 481

311 422.221.335 The six senses 481

312 422.221.336 Contact 481

313 422.221.337 Feeling 481

314 422.221.338 Craving 483

315 422.221.339 Grasping 483

316 422.221.3310 Becoming 483

317 422.221.3311 Rebirth 483

318 422.221.3312 Aging and death 484

319 422.222 [Actually] ascertaining the nature of the path
leading to liberation 487

320 422.222.1 The sort of physical rebirth that will stop sa˙s›ra 487

321 422.222.2 The sort of path that will stop sa˙s›ra 487

PART SIX: THE GREAT SCOPE
322 422.3 Training the mind in the great-scope stages

of the path 499

323 422.31 Teaching that the development of bodhichitta
is the sole gateway to the Mah›y›na,
and teaching its benefits as well 500

324 422.311 Teaching that the only way to enter the
Mah›y›na is to develop bodhichitta 502

325 422.312 You gain the name “child of the victors” 505

326 422.313 You outshine the Ÿhr›vakas and pratyekabuddhas 506

327 422.314 You become a supreme object of offering 506
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328 422.315 You amass an enormous accumulation of merit
with ease 507

329 422.316 You rapidly purify sins and obscurations 510

330 422.317 You accomplish whatever you wish 511

331 422.318 You are not bothered by harm or hindrances 511

332 422.319 You quickly complete all the stages of the path 512

333 422.3110 You become a fertile source of every happiness
for others 513

334 422.32 The way to develop bodhichitta 516

335 422.321 The actual stages in training for bodhichitta 516

335a 422.321.1 Training the mind by means of the sevenfold
cause-and-effect instructions 517

336 422.321.11 Immeasurable equanimity 519

[336a] 422.321.12 [The actual sevenfold training] 522

337 422.321.121 The first cause: understanding all sentient
beings to be your mother 522

338 422.321.122 The second cause: remembering their kindness 525

339 422.321.123 The third cause: repaying their kindness 527

340 422.321.124 The fourth cause: meditating on the love
that comes from the force of attraction 529

341 422.321.125 The fifth cause: the great compassion 530

342 422.321.126 The sixth cause: altruism 533

343 422.321.127 Developing bodhichitta 533

335b 422.321.2 Training the mind through the interchange of self
and others 536

344 422.321.21 Teaching the preliminaries on which this
Dharma depends 537

345 422.321.22 Training yourself for the two types of bodhichitta 538

346 422.321.221 Ultimate bodhichitta 538

347 422.321.222 Training the mind in relative bodhichitta 538

348 422.321.222.1 Meditating on how self and others are equal 538

349 422.321.222.2 Contemplating the many faults resulting from
self-cherishing 539
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350 422.321.222.3 Contemplating the many good qualities
resulting from cherishing others 541

351 422.321.222.4 The actual contemplation on the interchange
of self and others 546

352 422.321.222.5 With these serving as the basis, the way to
meditate on giving and taking 547

353 422.321.23 Converting unfortunate circumstances
into a path to enlightenment 550

354 422.321.231 Converting circumstances through thought 551

355 422.321.231.1 Converting them through analysis 551

356 422.321.231.2 Converting circumstances through the view 554

357 422.321.232 Converting such conditions through action 559

358 422.321.24 Teaching a practice to be applied to your
whole life 560

359 422.321.25 The criteria of having trained the mind 564

360 422.321.26 The eighteen commitments of the mind
training practice 566

361 422.321.27 The twenty-two pieces of advice 569

362 422.322 Developing bodhichitta through the ritual of
taking vows [This heading is set aside till
the end of the book.] 573, 651

363 422.323 The activities to train in after developing
bodhichitta 574

364 422.33 After developing bodhichitta, the way to
train in the deeds of the children of
the victorious ones 574

365 422.331 How to train in the six perfections in order
to ripen your own mindstream 574

366 422.331.1 The general way to train in the deeds of the
children of the victors 574

367 422.331.11 Generosity 575

368 422.331.111 Being generous with material things 575

369 422.331.112 Being generous with the Dharma 575

370 422.331.113 The generosity of giving others fearlessness 576

371 422.331.12 The practice of the perfection of ethics 579
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372 422.331.121 The ethic of refraining from misdeeds 579

373 422.331.122 The ethic of gathering virtuous Dharma 580

374 422.331.123 The ethic of working for the sake of sentient
beings 580

375 422.331.13 How to train in patience 581

376 422.331.131 The patience of remaining calm in the face
of your attackers 581

377 422.331.132 The patience of accepting suffering 585

378 422.331.133 The patience to gain assurance in the Dharma 586

379 422.331.14 Perseverance 587

380 422.331.141 The laziness of sloth 588

381 422.331.142 The laziness of craving evil pursuits 588

382 422.331.143 The laziness of defeatism 588

383 422.331.144 Armor-like perseverance 590

384 422.331.145 The perseverance to collect virtuous things 591

385 422.331.146 The perseverance of working for the sake
of sentient beings 591

386 422.331.2 In particular, the way to train in the last
two perfections 593

387 422.331.21 How to train in the very essence of
concentration—mental quiescence 593

388 422.331.211 Cultivating the prerequisites for mental
quiescence 595

389 422.331.211.1 Dwelling in a conducive place 595

390 422.331.211.2 Having few wants 597

391 422.331.211.3 Being content 597

392 422.331.211.4 Having pure ethics 597

393 422.331.211.5 Abandoning the demands of society 597

394 422.331.211.6 Completely abandoning conceptual thoughts
such as desire 598

395 422.331.212 The actual way to achieve mental quiescence 599

396 422.331.212.1 The first pitfall: laziness 600

397 422.331.212.2 The second pitfall: forgetting the instruction 601
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398 422.331.212.3 The third pitfall: excitement and dullness 604

399 422.331.212.4 The fourth pitfall: nonadjustment 606

400 422.331.212.5 The fifth pitfall: [readjustment] 610

401 422.311.213 Taking this as the basis, how to achieve
the nine mental states 612

402 422.331.213.1 Fixing the mind 612

403 422.331.213.2 Fixation with some continuity 612

404 422.331.213.3 Patchy fixation 613

405 422.331.213.4 Good fixation 613

406 422.331.213.5 Becoming disciplined 613

407 422.331.213.6 Becoming peaceful 614

408 422.331.213.7 Becoming very pacified 614

409 422.331.213.8 Becoming single-pointed 614

410 422.331.213.9 Fixed absorption 615

411 422.331.214 The way to achieve the mental states through
the six powers 616

412 422.331.215 How there are four types of mental process 617

413 422.331.216 The way true mental quiescence develops
from this point 617

414 422.331.22 How to train in the very essence of wisdom—
special insight 620

415 422.331.221 Ascertaining the nonexistence of a personal self 620

416 422.331.221.1 How to develop the absorption resembling space 620

417 422.331.221.11 The first key point: what is to be refuted 626

418 422.331.221.12 The second key point: determining the full set
of possibilities 632

419 422.331.221.13 The third key point: determining that they are
not truly the same 633

420 422.331.221.14 The fourth key point: determining that they
are not truly different 636

421 422.331.221.2 When not in absorption, how to pursue
the attitude that things are like an illusion 638
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422 422.331.222 Ascertaining the nonexistence of a self of
phenomena 642

423 422.331.222.1 Ascertaining that conditioned phenomena
do not naturally exist 642

424 422.331.222.11 Ascertaining that physical things do not
naturally exist 642

425 422.331.222.12. Ascertaining that consciousness does not
naturally exist 644

426 422.331.222.13 Ascertaining that nonassociated compositional
factors do not exist by nature 646

427 422.331.222.2 Ascertaining that unconditioned phenomena
do not naturally exist 646

428 422.331.223 Then, the way you develop special insight 647

429 422.331.3 How to train in the uncommon part of the path,
the Vajray›na 649

430 422.332 How to train in the four ways of gathering
disciples in order to ripen the mindstreams
of others 650

362 422.322 Developing bodhichitta through the ritual
of taking vows 651

431 422.322.1 How to acquire the vows you have not yet taken 651

432 422.322.2 How to keep your vows from degenerating
once you have acquired them 658

433 422.322.21 Advice related to the aspiration form
of bodhichitta 658

434 422.322.211 Advice on creating the cause for keeping
the bodhichitta you have developed from
degenerating in this life 658

435 422.322.211.1 Recalling the benefits of developing bodhichitta 658

436 422.322.211.2 Retaking the vows three times each day and
three times each night so that you do not lose
the bodhichitta you have already developed
and increase it as well 658

437 422.322.211.3 Preventing your development of bad thoughts,
such as feeling when another wrongs you,
“I shall not work for his sake” 659
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438 422.322.211.4 Building your accumulations in order to
increase the bodhichitta you have already
developed 659

439 422.322.212 Advice on creating the causes never to be
separated from bodhichitta in your remaining
rebirths 659

440 422.322.212.1 Four actions [producing] black [karmic results]
to be abandoned 659

441 422.322.212.11 Trying to dupe your guru, abbot, ordination
master, etc., with lies 659

442 422.322.212.12 Feeling distress when others do something
virtuous 659

443 422.322.212.13 Saying unpleasant things to bodhisattvas out
of hostility 659

444 422.322.212.14 Acting deceitfully, without any altruism 659

445 422.322.212.2 Four actions [producing] white [karmic results]
to be cultivated 659

446 422.322.212.21 Vigilantly abandoning deliberate lies 659

447 422.322.212.22 Keeping honest intentions toward sentient
beings and not deceiving them 659

448 422.322.212.23 Developing the attitude that bodhisattvas
are teachers and giving them due praise 660

449 422.322.212.24 Causing the sentient beings who are maturing
under your care to uphold bodhichitta 660

450 422.322.22 The advice related to the involvement form
of bodhichitta 660
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3. The Three
Fundamentals of the Path

Homage to the venerable gurus.

I shall explain, as best I can,
The import of the essence
Of all the victors’ scriptures,
The path praised by holy victors
And their children—the gateway
For the fortunates wanting liberation.

Those unattached to worldly happiness who,
Yearning to give meaning to their optimum rebirth,
Follow a path pleasing to the victors,
O fortunate ones! Listen with clear minds.

Without pure renunciation, there is no way
To still the yearning for the happy fruits
Of this ocean of existence;
And because all embodied beings
Thirst after existence,
They are utterly bound.
Thus, from the first, seek renunciation.

The optimum human rebirth
Is difficult to acquire.
This life does not last long.
Familiarize your mind with these things
And turn away from this life’s trivia.
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If you contemplate over and over
The undeceptive laws of cause and effect
And sa˙s›ra’s sufferings,
You will turn away from your next lives’ trivia.

After such meditations, when you do not long
For the splendors of sa˙s›ra for even a moment,
When your thoughts day and night
Always yearn for liberation,
You have developed renunciation.

But, if not conjoined with pure bodhichitta,
Even renunciation is not cause
For the choice bliss of highest enlightenment.
Thus the discerning develop supreme bodhichitta.

Swept away by the stream of the four strong currents,
Bound by the fetters of hard-to-stop actions,
Trapped in the iron mesh of self-grasping,
Smothered in the blackness of ignorance,

They are endlessly born and reborn to the world
And continuously tortured by the three sufferings.
Such is the condition of our mothers;
Contemplate this situation,
And develop supreme bodhichitta.

Despite acquaintance with renunciation and bodhichitta,
If you do not have the wisdom that understands the way things exist,
You cannot eradicate the roots of existence.
Thus, work hard at the means of realizing the interdependence of things.

He who sees that for all phenomena in sa˙s›ra and nırv›˚a
The law of cause and effect is inevitable
And has righted his perception
Is on the path that gladdens the buddhas.
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The appearance that things are mutually interdependent
Is no illusion; but there are those
Who understand emptiness to be something
Devoid of this appearance.
As long as these two
Seem separate to you, you will never
Realize the thoughts of the Great One.

The mere perception [that these two]
Go together—that they are not alternatives,
And that mutual interdependence is undeceptive—
Will destroy all the ways in which you grasp at objects
With the mind. At this point you perfect
Your analysis of the view.

You eliminate the extreme of specious substantialism;
You eliminate the extreme of empty nihilism.
If you understand how emptiness presents itself as causes and effects,
Views that grasp extremes will not impress you.

When you rightly understand these points
Of the three fundamentals of the path,
Take up solitude and develop
The strength of your perseverance;
You will soon achieve the eternal hope, my child.

The learned monk Lozang Dragpa [Je Tsongkhapa] gave the above advice to
Ngawang Dragpa, an official at Tsako.
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4. An Ornament for the
Throats of the Fortunate

A Preparatory Rite in Convenient Sections for Recitation for the Swift Path
Concise Teaching of the Lamrim by Jampael Lhuendrub of Dagpo.

Before the guru inseparable from Buddha and Vajradhara
I prostrate myself and take refuge for all time.
Out of your great love, take care of me.

This brings together the instructions of the great Gyaelwa Ensapa on the recita-
tions to be performed as the six-part rite to precede lamrim [meditation]. The
layout is as follows:

the first [rite]: cleaning your room and arranging the symbols
of enlightened body, speech, and mind

the second [rite]: obtaining offerings honestly and arranging
them beautifully

the third [rite]: adopting the eight-featured sitting posture of
vairochana on a comfortable seat and then taking refuge and
developing bodhichitta in an especially virtuous frame of mind

First, you visualize the objects of refuge:

In space directly before me is a broad, wide, and precious throne supported
by eight huge lions. On it is a seat [built up of ] a multicolored lotus, a
moon and a sun ma˚˜ala. [There sits a figure] who is by nature my pre-
cious root guru, in the aspect of the Victor ⁄h›kyamuni. His body is like
burnished gold; his head has the crown protrusion. He has one face, two
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hands—his right makes the earth-touching gesture, his left makes the
meditative absorption gesture while holding a begging bowl full of nectar.
He wears saffron-colored robes. He is adorned and made brilliant by the
marks and signs; he is of the nature of light and sits amid a mass of light
generated from his body. His two legs are crossed in the vajra posture.

He is surrounded by my personal and lineage gurus, tutelary deities,
and the buddhas, bodhisattvas, ˜›kas, ˜›kinıs, and Dharma protectors,
who form a group around him. Before each of these, on magnificent
thrones, rests the Dharma that each of them orally transmitted, in the
aspect of loose-leaf books having the nature of light.

The figures of this merit field show that they are pleased with me; for
my part, I have great faith in them when I remember their qualities and
kindness.

Since beginningless time, I and all sentient beings, who have been my
mothers, have been born into sa˙s›ra and for a long while, up until now,
have experienced the very many different sufferings of sa˙s›ra in general,
and those of the three lower realms in particular. Even now, it is hard to
understand the extent and depth of that suffering. But [now] I have gained
something special that is difficult to achieve, and once achieved is most
beneficial: the optimum human rebirth. It is difficult to meet with the pre-
cious teachings of the Buddha. Now that I have met with these teachings,
if I do not achieve pure and complete buddhahood, the best form of liber-
ation from all the sufferings of sa˙s›ra, I must again experience the whole
range of sufferings that sa˙s›ra in general involves and, more importantly,
the sufferings of the three lower realms. The power to protect me from
these sufferings resides in the guru and the Three Jewels. So for the sake of
all sentient beings, my former mothers, I shall achieve complete buddha-
hood. I therefore take refuge in the guru and the Three Jewels.

With these thoughts, [recite this formula] three times or however many times
you are able:

I take refuge in the guru.
I take refuge in the Buddha.
I take refuge in the Dharma.
I take refuge in the Saºgha.

Repeat [this verse] three times for the development of bodhichitta:
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Until enlightenment, I take refuge
In Buddha, Dharma, and the Supreme Assembly.
With the merit I earn through generosity and so on,
May I gain buddhahood for the sake of all beings.

Recite the following three or more times, so that meditation on the four immea-
surables thoroughly suffuses your mental continum:

How welcome it would be if all sentient beings remained in a state of equa-
nimity: free of feelings of intimacy or distance, attachment, or hostility.
May they come to this state. I will bring them to this state. May I be
blessed by my gurus and deities to have the power to do this!

How welcome it would be if all sentient beings possessed happiness and
its causes. May they come to have them. I will make them have them. May
I be blessed by my gurus and deities to have the power to do this!

How welcome it would be if all sentient beings were free of suffering
and its causes. May they come to be free of them. I will make them free
of them. May I be blessed by my gurus and deities to have the power to
do this!

How welcome it would be if all sentient beings were never separated
from the holy bliss of high rebirth and liberation. May they come to have
these. I will make them have these. May I be blessed by my gurus and
deities to have the power to do this!

With the following, generate especially [strong] bodhichitta:

For the sake of all sentient beings, who have all been my mother, I will do
anything to quickly, quickly obtain the precious state of pure and complete
buddhahood. Therefore I shall enter meditation on the teachings of the
stages of the path to enlightenment—the door to the profound path of
guru deity yoga.

May the ground everywhere
Have no pebbles and so forth,
Be as flat as the palm of one’s hand,
Have the nature of lapis lazuli
Yet remain soft.
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May the offerings of humans and the gods,
Both real and those emanated by the mind,
And peerless offering-clouds of Samantabhadra
Pervade the whole of the element of space.

Say three times:

O˙ namo bhagavate, vajra sara pramardane tathag›taya, arhate samyaksa˙
buddhaya, tadyath›, o˙ vajre vajre, mah› vajre, mah› tejra vajre, mah› vidya
vajre, mah› bodhichitta vajre, mah› bodhi ma˚˜opa samkrama˚a vajre,
sarva karma ›vara˚a vishodhana vajre sv›h›.

Bless the offering substances by saying these words of the power of truth:

By the truth of the Three Jewels; by the great might of the blessings of all
the buddhas and bodhisattvas, along with their might from completing
the two accumulations; by the power of the purity and inconceivability of
the dharmadh›tu [sphere of truth], may everything become suchness.

the fourth [rite]: visualizing the merit field

Of the two traditions, we will proceed according to theGuru PÒj› because this
is easy to recite.

Visualization of the merit field:

In space, the broad road used by the gods,
Seen as bliss and void combined,
At the center of overlapping banks of cloud
Of Samantabhadra’s offerings,
Stands a wish-granting tree
Bedecked with leaves, flowers, and fruit.
At its summit is a precious throne
Ablaze with five colors of light;
On this rests a huge lotus
With sun and moon discs.
On these sits my root guru
Who is thrice kind to me.
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He is by nature all buddhas;
In aspect, a saffron-robed monk,
With one face, two hands, and radiant smile.
His right hand makes the Dharma-teaching mudr›;
The left, the gesture of meditative absorption,
While holding a nectar-filled begging bowl.
He wears the three bright-saffron Dharma robes;
On his head is a yellow pandit’s hat.
At his heart are ⁄h›kyamuni and blue Vajradhara
Of one face, two hands, holding bell and vajra.
Vajradhara sits in union with DhatvıŸhvarı;
They experience bliss and void combined;
They wear precious ornaments and robes of celestial silks.

My guru has the marks and signs
And blazes forth thousands of light rays;
A five-colored rainbow encircles him.
He sits in vajra posture; his pure aggregates
Are the five dhy›ni buddhas;
His four constituents, the four consorts;
His senses, veins, muscles, and joints
Are actually bodhisattvas; his pores
Are twenty-one thousand arhats;
His limbs—powerful wrathful ones.
The light rays from his body are direction protectors.
Indra, Brahm›, and other gods
Throw themselves at his feet. Around him sit:
My own lamas, a profusion of tutelary gods,
Their ma˚˜alas, their attendant gods,
The buddhas and bodhisattvas,
Æ›kas and the protectors of the teachings.
All their three doors are marked by the three vajras.
Hooked rays of light spread out from their hÒ˙ letters,
Bringing back wisdom beings from their natural abodes,
Who indistinguishably merge and stabilize.
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[Invocation]

The protectors of each and every sentient being,
Gods who conquer mighty M›ra and his hordes,
You who perfectly know all things—
O bhagav›n buddhas and your train,
Please come here. Ja hÒ˙ ba˙ ho¯:
You become inseparable
From the commitment beings.

Generation of the bath house:

Here is a perfumed bath house;
With clear and brilliant crystal floor;
With radiant, exquisite pillars
Made of precious substances;
Adorned with a canopy of dazzling pearls.

Carry out the washing:

Just after [Buddha’s] birth,
The gods washed his body;
So I also wash with celestial waters
The bodies of the sugatas.
O˙ sarva tath›gata abhi˝hekata samaya shrıye ›¯ hÒ˙

Body born of ten million virtues and excellences,
Speech that fulfills the hopes of infinite beings,
Mind that sees all knowables as they are:
I wash the body of ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
O˙ sarva tath›gata abi˝hekata samaya shrıye ›¯ hÒ˙

I wash the bodies of the Lineage of Extensive Deeds.
I wash the bodies of the Lineage of Profound View.
I wash the bodies of the Lineage of Consecrated Practices.
I wash the bodies of the gurus of my lineage.
O˙ sarva tath›gata abhi˝hekata samaya shrıye ›¯ hÒ˙
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I wash the bodies of the buddhas, our teachers.
I wash the body of the holy Dharma, our protector.
I wash the bodies of the Saºgha, our saviors.
I wash the bodies of the Three Jewels, our refuge.
O˙ sarva tath›gata abhi˝hekata samaya shrıye ›¯ hÒ˙

Wipe their bodies:

I wipe their bodies with peerless cloth—
Clean and steeped in choice perfume.
O˙ hÒ˙ tr›˙ hrı¯ ›¯ k›ya viŸhodhanaye sv›h›

Anoint their bodies:

I anoint the dazzling bodies of the sages—
As dazzling as burnished, refined gold—
With the choicest fragrances
The billion worlds have to offer.

Offer garments:

Out of my unceasing faith,
I offer celestial robes—soft, light,
Diaphanous—to you who have achieved
The indestructible vajra body.
May I, too, gain the vajra body.

Offer ornaments:

Because the victors are naturally adorned
With the marks and signs,
They have no need of other ornaments;
But I offer the best of jewels and ornaments
So that all beings may obtain
A body with these self-same marks.
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The request for them to resume their places:

Because the bhagav›ns love
All beings and myself
I ask you to remain
Through your magic powers
As long as I still make offerings to you.

the fifth [rite]: offering the seven-limbed prayer and
a world man.d. ala—practices that contain all the key points
for accumulating merit and self-purification

Body born of ten million virtues and excellences,
Speech that fulfills the hopes of infinite beings,
Mind that sees all knowables as they are:
Homage to the head of the ⁄h›kya tribe.

The great compassion of Vajradhara,
The supreme perception of Tilopa and N›ropa,
The supreme glory of Æo˙bhıpa and AtiŸha:
Homage to the Lineage of Consecrated Practices.

Maitreya, Asaºga, Vasubhandu, Vimuktisena,
Paranasena, Vinıtasena, Dharmakırti,
Haribhadra, both Kusalis, Suvar˚advıpa:
Homage to the Lineage of Extensive Deeds.

MañjuŸhrı, who destroyed existence and nonexistence,
N›g›rjuna, Chandrakırti, the first Vidyakokila,
And other children of the firya [N›g›rjuna] who pursued the Buddha’s
meaning: Homage to the Lineage of Profound View.

AtiŸha, holder of supreme instruction on theory and practice,
Lord Drom, grandfather of the Kadampa teachings,
The four yogis, the three brothers, and the rest:
Homage to the Kadampa gurus.
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Tsongkapa, who revived the forerunners’ tradition in the Land of Snows,
Gyaeltsab Je, great logician, powerful siddha,
Kaedrub Je, lord of sÒtra and tantra teachings:
Homage to the Lineage of the Father and his Children.

Vajradhara, embodiment of all three refuges,
Who takes the form of spiritual guides
In order to subdue any disciple,
Who confers common and supreme siddhis:
Homage to my kind gurus.

O eyes through which we see the whole of vast scripture,
Supreme doorways to lead the fortunate to liberation,
Users of skillful means to lovingly protect:
Homage to illuminating spiritual guides.

Guhyasam›ja, blissful Heruka,
Most glorious Yam›ntaka and the rest,
Protectors of the four wheels of countless tantras:
Homage to the host of tutelary deities.

Marvelous merits from harmonious prayers,
Deeds that never can be rivalled,
Deeds fulfilled in this one fortunate eon:
Homage to the thousand buddhas.

Sun›man, Ratna, Suvar˚abhadra, AŸhoka,
Dharmakırti, Abhijña, Bhai˝hajyar›ja, ⁄h›kyamuni,
Who have fulfilled the gist of vastest prayers:
Homage to the eight sugatas.

Perfection of Wisdom, the mother of the victors,
Who destroys the seeds of all dark sorrow,
Who removes suffering by its deepest roots:
Homage to the Dharma of the three vehicles.

MañjuŸhrı, Vajrap›˚i, AvalokiteŸhvara,
K˝hitagarbh›, Sarvanivaranavi˝hka˙bhi,
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fik›Ÿhagarbha, Maitreya, Samantabhadra:
Homage to the eight main princes.

Those who have meditated on the profound twelve links,
Who by themselves reached pratyekabuddha wisdom
And took it to heart in isolation:
Homage to the noble pratyekabuddhas.

Those who heard the Sage’s words,
Who held aloft the doctrine’s banner,
Aºgaja, Ajita, Vanavasin,
K›lika, Vajrıputra, ⁄hrıbhadra,
Kanakavatsa, Kanakabharadv›ja,
firya Bakula, R›hula,
ChÒ˜apanthaka, Pi˚˜olabharadv›ja,
Panthaka, N›gasena, Gopaka, and Abheda:
Homage to the elders and their retinue.

You who look down from holy Kechari,
Powerful ones who have clairvoyance and work miracles,
You look upon practitioners as a mother sees her son:
Homage to the three divisions of ˜›kinıs.

In times long past, when the Blessed One was here,
You protected and, as a mother on her child,
Smiled upon those who practiced properly:
Homage to the Dharma protectors and defenders.

Dh¸itar›˝h˛ra, VirÒ˜haka,
VirÒp›k˝ha and VaiŸhrava˚a,
You control your retinues and guard the four gates:
Homage to the four mah›r›j›s.

To all those worthy of homage,
I prostrate myself in supreme faith,
With as many bodies
As the atoms in the world.
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Homage to the youthful firya MañjuŸhrı.
To all the tath›gatas of the three times—those lions among men—
To be found in the ten directions of the universe:
With cleansed body, speech, and mind,
I pay homage to each and every one of you.

With this powerful prayer of noble deeds,
I prostrate before all the victors:
I imagine I have as many bodies
As there are atoms in the world.

On each atom there are as many buddhas
As [the universe] has atoms; and those buddhas
Sit among bodhisattvas. So too do I believe
That all victors fill the expanse of all phenomena.

I sing of the qualities of all the victors
With an inexhaustible ocean of praise,
With a great ocean of every melodious sound.
Thus I praise all sugatas.

I offer the victorious ones
Exquisite flowers, choice garlands,
The clash of cymbals, the best
Of lotions, of parasols,
Of oil lamps and choice incense.

I offer the victorious ones
Exquisite robes, the best of fragrances,
Mounds of incense powders high as Meru—
A sublime array of matchless things.

All this peerless, expansive offering
I imagine for all the victors.
To all the victors I pay this homage,
Making this offering by the power
Of my faith in noble deeds.
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Offer the ma˚˜ala with the following:

O˙ vajra bhÒmi ›¯ hÒ˙: the most powerful golden base. O˙ vajra rekhe
›¯ hÒ˙: an iron mountain chain completely surrounds it. In the center—
Meru, king of mountains. To the east, the continent of Videha. To the
south, Jambudvıpa. To the west, God›nıya. To the north, Kuru. Then
east, the minor continents of Deha and Videha; south, Ch›mara and
Aparach›mara; west, ⁄h›th› and Uttaramantri˚a; north, Kuru and
Kaurava. jewel-mountains, wish-granting trees, wish-granting cows,
unploughed wild crops. The precious wheel, precious jewel, precious
concubine, precious minister, precious elephant, precious horse, precious
general. The great treasure vase. Goddesses of beauty, garlands, songs,
dance, flowers, incense, light, perfume. The sun and moon; the precious
parasol and banner of absolute victory. In the center: all the magnificent
wealth of gods and humans. All this I present to my kind root guru and
the holy gurus of his lineage, together with great Lama Lozang Tubwang
Dorje Chang, the deities and their trains. For the sake of all beings,
please compassionately accept these things. Take them and bless me.

I offer this base, anointed with perfume,
Strewn with flowers, adorned by Mount Meru,
The continents, sun, and moon—
All visualized into a buddhafield.
May all beings enjoy this pure land.

I offer my body, speech, and mind and those of other beings,
Our pleasures, our root virtues from all three times;
I mentally offer a precious ma˚˜ala,
And the mass of Samantabhadra’s offerings,
To my gurus, deities and Three Jewels.
Take them out of your compassion; please bless me.
Ida˙ guru ratna ma˚˜alaka˙ niry›tay›mi

You may also recite the Confession of Transgressions SÒtra if you wish to do
things more elaborately.
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The mantra to multiply virtue:

O˙ sambhara sambhara vimanasara mah›japa hÒ˙. O˙ smara smara
vimanaskara mah›japa hÒ˙.

The Confession of Transgressions SÒtra:

Homage to our Teacher, the Bhagav›n, the Tath›gata, the Completely
Enlightened One, the Glorious Victor—⁄h›kyamuni.

Homage to Tath›gata Who Vanquishes through Vajra Essence
[Vajrama˚˜apramardin].

Homage to Tath›gata Emanator of Precious Light Rays [Ratnarchi].
Homage to Tath›gata King of the Powerful N›gas [Geyar›ja].
Homage to Tath›gata Tribe of Heroes [Vorasena].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Happiness [Voranandin].
Homage to Tath›gata Precious Fire [Ratn›gni].
Homage to Tath›gata Precious Moonlight [Ratnachandraprabha].
Homage to Tath›gata Meaningful to Behold [Amoghadarshin].
Homage to Tath›gata Precious Moon [Ratnachandra].
Homage to Tath›gata Stainless [Vimala].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Generosity [⁄hrıdatta].
Homage to Tath›gata Purity [Brahm›].
Homage to Tath›gata Bestowed by Purity [Brahm›datta].
Homage to Tath›gata Water God [Varu˚a].
Homage to Tath›gata God of the Water God [Varu˚adeva].
Homage to Tath›gata Gloriously Noble [⁄hrıbhadra].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Sandalwood [Chandanashrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Infinite Brilliance [Anantejas].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Light [PrabhasaŸhrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Glory of Having No Sorrow [AshokaŸhrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Man of No Clinging [N›r›ya˚a].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Flower [KusumaŸhrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Directly Knowing through the Play of Purity’s

Light Rays [Brahm›jyotirvikro˜hit›bhijña].
Homage to Tath›gata Directly Knowing through the Play of the Lotus’s

Light Rays [Padmajyotirvikro˜hit›bhijña].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Wealth [DanaŸhrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Remembrance [Sm¸itiŸhrı].
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Homage to Tath›gata Most Renowned for Glorious Purity
[Brahm›Ÿhrısuparikırti].

Homage to Tath›gata King of the Victory Banner that Flies above Indra
[Indraketudhvajar›ja].

Homage to Tath›gata Glory of Most Complete Dominance
[Suvikr›ntaŸhrı].

Homage to Tath›gata Most Complete Victory in Battle [Yuddhajaya].
Homage to Tath›gata Glory of Having Reached Complete Dominance

[Vikr›ntag›miŸhrı].
Homage to Tath›gata Glorious Pattern of Light Everywhere

[Samant›vabh›savyuhaŸhrı].
Homage to the Tath›gata Complete Dominance through the Precious

Lotus [Ratnapadmavikr›min].
Homage to Tath›gata, the Arhat, the Completely Enlightened Precious

One who Sits on a Lotus—King of the Lord of Mountains
[⁄hailendrar›ja].

These and all the tath›gatas, arhats, completely enlightened ones, and
bhagav›ns to be found in all the worlds in [all] ten directions—all the liv-
ing bhagav›n buddhas in existence—please heed me:

In this rebirth, and in all my rebirth states since beginningless time on
the wheel of sa˙s›ra, I have committed, encouraged others to do, and
rejoiced over sinful actions. I have stolen offerings made to stÒpas, to the
Saºgha, to the Saºgha of the ten directions; I have encouraged others to do
these; I have rejoiced over such actions. I have committed the five heinous
crimes, encouraged others to do them, and rejoiced over such crimes. I
have fulfilled the complete karmic process for the ten nonvirtues; I have
encouraged others to do this; I have rejoiced when others did this.
Obscured by every sort of karmic obscuration, I have been hell beings, and
I have been born in animal states, in the realms of hungry ghosts, in remote
regions, as barbarians, as long-lived gods, as [humans] with defective sense
organs, as people upholding wrong views, and as people who did not
rejoice over the coming of a Buddha. Whatever my karmic obscurations
may be, I confess them all, admit them all, reveal them all, uncover them
all before the bhagav›n buddhas, who have primal wisdom, the eyes [of
compassion], who have power, valid cognition, and see with their omnis-
cience. In future I will cut myself off from such actions and will refrain
from them.
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All the bhagav›n buddhas, please heed me:
I may have root virtues from practicing generosity in this rebirth and

in my other rebirths states in sa˙s›ra since beginningless time—even of
giving a single scrap of food to beings who have been reborn in animal
states. I may have root virtues from safeguarding my ethics; I may have
root virtues from practicing celibacy; I may have root virtues from ripen-
ing sentient beings; I may have root virtues from developing the wish for
supreme enlightenment; I may have root virtues from supreme primal
wisdom. All the root virtues I may have, I gather them together, bring
them together. I gather them together and dedicate them to the supreme,
the highest, the higher-than-high, the supreme of supremes. I dedicate
them to my supreme, perfect, complete enlightenment. Just as the bha-
gav›n buddhas of the past dedicated their root virtues, and just as the
bhagav›n buddhas yet to come will dedicate their root virtues, and just as
the bhagav›n buddhas still alive at present dedicate their root virtues, so I
dedicate mine. I confess each and every sin. I rejoice over all merit. I
plead with all the buddhas and petition them: may I gain holiest and
supreme primal wisdom. I fold my hands to all the present victorious
ones still alive and supreme among humans, to all victorious ones of the
past, and to all of time yet to come; may I come under your protection.

(Colophon: so ends the Mah›y›na SÒtra entitled theThree Noble Heaps.)

The General Confession:

Alas! All the buddhas abiding in the ten directions, such as Guru Vajra-
dhara, all the bodhisattvas, and the Saºgha: please heed me. I, [say your
name] by name, in all my [past] lives in beginningless sa˙s›ra until now,
being under the power of the delusions of attachment, hostility, and
benighted ignorance, have committed the ten nonvirtuous sins with my
body, speech, and mind. I have committed the five major heinous crimes,
the five minor heinous crimes; I have broken my pratimok˝ha vows, my
bodhisattva vows, my secret tantra vows. I have shown disrespect to my
father and mother, and to my abbot, ordination master, and celibate
companions. I have done actions harmful to the Three Jewels; I have
abandoned the holy Dharma; I have disparaged the firya Saºgha; I have
done things harmful to sentient beings, and so on—I have performed a
set of nonvirtuous sins, encouraged others to do these, rejoiced when
others did these, and so forth. In brief, whatever my set of grave misdeeds
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may consist of, whatever causes [it may contain] to prevent my gaining
high rebirth or liberation and make me take rebirth in sa˙s›ra or the
lower realms, all these I confess, admit, do not conceal, and reveal before
all the buddhas living in the ten directions, such as Guru Vajradhara, and
the bodhisattvas; in the future I shall refrain from doing these; as I have
confessed and expiated these, may I reach happiness and remain there;
this would not have happened had I not confessed and expiated them.

If you are going to perform only a short version, recite:

Under the power of attachment, hostility,
And benighted ignorance, I have sinned
With my body, speech, and mind.
I confess all these individually.

I rejoice over all merits
Of the victors of the ten directions.
Of their children, pratyekabuddhas,
Still-learners and no-more-learners,
And every other being.

O lamps to worlds in the ten directions,
You who achieved nonattachment
And the level of enlightened buddhas,
I beseech you, O protectors:
Turn the supreme wheel!

To those who, to common appearance,
Intend to go to their nırv›˚a,
With folded hands I plead:
Stay for as many eons
As there are atoms in this world
To help and bring happiness to all beings.

What little virtue I acquired
From homage, offerings, confession,
Rejoicing, requests, and petitions,
I dedicate it all to my enlightenment.
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At this point make a long ma˚˜ala offering.Then, request the three great aims:

I take refuge in the guru and the Three Precious Jewels. Please bless my
mindstream. Please bless us so that I and all sentient beings, beings who
were once my mothers, stop having any sort of wrong thoughts—from
having disrespect for our spiritual guides to our grasping at dualistic signs
in the self. Please bless us so that we easily develop every sort of right
thought—from having respect for our spiritual guides, and so on. Please,
bless us and pacify all our external and internal hindrances.

the sixth [rite]: further petitions, which follow the oral
instructions, made in order to be sure your mindstream has
been sufficiently imbued by your meditations

My precious root guru, take your place
On the lotus and moon-disc on my crown;
Care for me out of great compassion,
And confer the siddhis of body, speech, and mind.

Our Teacher, the Bhagav›n—the peerless savior,
Maitreya the invincible—the Victor’s holy regent,
firya Asaºga—predicted by the Victorious One:
I make petition to three buddhas and bodhisattvas.

Vasubhandu—crest jewel of Jambudvıpa’s scholars,
firya Vimuktisena—who found the middle path,
Vimuktisenagomin—who still commands faith:
I make petition to three friends of beings.

Paranasena—who achieved a most wondrous state,
Vinıtasena—who trained his mind in profound paths,
Vairochana—treasured for his powerful deeds:
I make petition to the three who opened the eyes of the world.

Haribhadra—who spread the path of perfecting wisdom,
Kusali—who held all the Victor’s instructions
Ratnasena—who cared for all with love:
I make petition to three captains of beings.
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Suvar˚advıpa—whose mind had bodhichitta,
Dıpa˙k›ra AtiŸha—who held the forerunners’ tradition,
Dromtoenpa—who made clear the noble path:
I make petition to three backbones of the teachings.

⁄h›kyamuni—peerless exponent, supreme savior,
MañjuŸhrı—who embodies the omniscience of the victors,
N›g›rjuna—most exalted ›rya to see profound meaning:
I make petition to the three crest jewels of philosophers.

Chandrakırti—who clarified the ›rya’s thoughts,
Vidyakokila—Chandrakırti’s best disciple,
Vidyakokila the younger—a true victors’ child:
I make petition to three powerful intellects.

Dipa˙k›ra AtiŸha—who rightly perceived the depth
Of mutual dependence and upheld the forerunners’ way,
And Dromtoenpa—who clarified the noble path:
I make petition to two jewels of Jambudvıpa.

Goenpawa—that splendid, powerful yogi,
Nëuzurpa—profound single-pointed concentration,
Tagmapa—who upheld all branches of vinaya:
I make petition to three lamps lighting these remote regions.

Namkha Senge—who practiced with great diligence,
Namkha Gyaelpo—who was blessed by the holy ones,
Senge Zangpo—who gave up the eight worldly concerns:
And I make petition to Gyaelsae Zangpo.

Who with bodhichitta saw all beings as his child,
Who was blessed and cared for by the god of gods,
Who was supreme guide for beings in degenerate times:
I make petition to Namkha Gyaeltsaen.

Geshe Potowa—the Victor’s regent,
Sharawa—whose wisdom has no equal.
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Chaekawa—lineage holder of bodhichitta:
I make petition to three who answer the hopes of beings.

Chilbupa—bodhisattva, lord over transmissions and insights,
Lhalung Wangchug—great scholar steeped in scripture,
Goenpo Rinpoche—protector of beings in all three realms:
I make petition to three great elders.

Zangchenpa—whose ethics were stainless,
Tsonawa—who upheld the hundred thousand sections of vinaya.
Moendrapa—who perfected vast metaphysics;
I make petition to three great saviors of beings.

Lord of vast and profound Dharmas,
Who protected all fortunate beings,
Whose noble works spread the teachings:
I make petition to a glorious guru [Choekyab Zangpo].

Tsultrimbar—great prince of adepts,
Zhoenue Oe—who cultivated his spiritual guide,
Gyergompa—whose mind trained in the Supreme Vehicle’s path:
I make petition to three children of the victors.

Sangyaeb Oen—treasure of wondrous qualities,
Namkha Gyaelpo—blessed by the saints,
Senge Zangpo—who gave up eight worldly concerns:
And I make petition to Gyaelsae Zangpo.

Who with bodhichitta saw all beings as his son,
Who was blessed and cared for by the god of gods,
Who was supreme guide for beings in degenerate times:
I make petition to Namkha Gyaeltsaen.

AvalokiteŸhvara—great treasure of right-perceiving compassion,
MañjuŸhrı—master of stainless omniscience,
Tsongkapa—crest jewel of scholars in the Land of Snows:
I make petition at Lozang Dragpa’s feet.
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Jampael Gyatso—great prince of adepts,
Kaedrub Rinpoche—the sun of philosophers and adepts,
Basoje—who held a store of secret instruction:
I make petition to three peerless gurus.

Choekyi Dorje—who attained unification,
Gyaelwa Ensapa—who achieved the three k›yas,
Sangyae Yeshe—who held both transmissions and insights:
I make petition to three great scholar-adepts.

Lozang Choekyi Gyaeltsaen—who held the victory banner of
the teachings,
Koenchog Gyaeltsaen—his closest disciple,
Lozang Yeshe—who shone light on the noble path:
I make petition to three venerable lamas.

Ngagwang Jampa—who spread ⁄h›kyamuni’s teachings,
Lozang Nyaendrag—considered his closest disciple,
Yoentaen Tayae—who had infinite good qualities:
I make petition to three kind gurus.

Taenpa Rabgyae—who spread Lozang Yeshe’s teachings,
Lodroe Zangpo—who worked for all beings’ liberation,
Lozang Gyatso—skilled in the right way to teach:
I make petition to three unequalled gurus.

To my supremely kind root guru:
Peerless one, who upheld both teachings and practices,
Who conveyed both transmissions and insights
To four types of receptive fortunates:
With great reverence of body, speech, and mind, I make petition.

He who studied much, who extended
The ma˚˜ala of oral instruction
And revealed hidden practices of the two stages:
I make petition to Taenzin Kaedrub.
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Kindest incarnate lama, whose body
Contained all past, present, and future refuge;
Whose speech taught with MañjuŸhrı’s eloquence;
Whose mind was an ocean of spontaneous wisdom
In the three high trainings and cause and effect:
I make petition to Lozang Lhuendrub Gyatso.

[My venerable lama, skilled in all fields,
Whose mind was devoted to the ›ryas’ jewels—
Right love and so on—
Who wore the robes of the four vast good works.
I make petition to Jampa Taenzin Trinlae.

Lozang Yeshe Taenzin Gyatso,
Who embodied the primal wisdom
Of all the noble victors;
O foremost in their stainless teachings,
O protector who emanated
A vast profusion of ma˚˜alas.
I make petition to my kind guru.]

You are eyes for seeing into all vast teachings,
You are the best gate taking fortunates to liberation,
You, motivated by love, used skillful means:
I make petition to these spiritual guides, givers of light.

After making this petition most strongly, recite [Tsongkapa’s Basis of All Good
Qualities].

Most kind one, basis of all good qualities,
Proper devotion to you is the root of the path.
Bless me to see this and,
With much effort and respect, to depend on you.

Such a free, wholesome rebirth I shall get only once.
I know it is difficult to receive but most beneficial.
Bless me to give rise to the uninterrupted thought
Wishing both night and day to extract its essence.
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Life and body are like foam moving on water.
They will soon be destroyed. I am reminded of death,
And that after death, my body is like a shadow,
And I shall follow black and white karmic results.

Bless me to gain strong conviction
And abandon my host of misdeeds,
Even down to the subtlest of the subtle,
To accomplish every virtue
And to always be scrupulous.

Analyze it: discontent is the door to all suffering.
The magnificence of the world is untrustworthy.
Bless me so that I understand the disadvantages
And develop yearning for the bliss of liberation.

Recalling those most pure thoughts:
Recollection, vigilance, and great scruple;
Bless me to undertake the essence of the practice,
The root of the doctrine—the pratimok˝ha vows.

Just as I have fallen into worldly feelings,
So too have all beings, once my mothers;
Bless me to see this, train in supreme bodhichitta,
And take responsibility for freeing these beings.

Yet mere development of bodhichitta while not meditating
On the three types of ethics will not accomplish enlightenment.
Bless me to see this well, and to train
With strong endeavor in the vows of the victors’ children.

Pacify my distraction to wrong objects
And may I properly engage in right things;
Bless me to be pacified and soon develop in my stream
Combined mental quiescence and special insight.

May I train in the common path and become a fitting vessel,
Then bless me to become fortunate
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To easily take the vows that are the entrance
To the supreme of all the vehicles, the Vajray›na.

The basis of achieving the two kinds of siddhis
Is said to be keeping one’s commitments;
Bless me to hold these with genuine conviction
And keep them as I would my life.

Then may I strive to realize all points
In the essence of the tantras: the two stages.
Bless me that I never waver from performing
The four-session yoga and accomplish the holy teachings.

Long live the spiritual guides who teach this wholesome path
And the companions who practice well.
Bless them so that inner and outer hindrances
May be completely stilled.

In all my lives may I be inseparable from my pure guru,
May I enjoy the glories of the Dharma,
May I consummate the qualities of the levels and paths,
And may I soon achieve the state of Vajradhara.

Think over the meaning of the words as you recite them.

The dissolution of the merit field:

My precious root guru, take your place
On the lotus and moon-disc on my crown;
Care for me out of great compassion,
And confer the siddhis of body, speech, and mind.

The guru moves to the crown of your head, and you perform a brief seven-
limbed prayer and ma˚˜ala offering:

Body born of ten million virtues and excellences,
Speech that fulfills the hopes of infinite beings,
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Mind that sees all knowables as they are:
Homage to the head of the ⁄h›kya clan.

The supreme teacher: the precious Buddha,
The supreme protector: the precious holy Dharma,
The supreme savior: the precious Saºgha:
Homage to you who comprise all refuge.

I make every offering, both real and imagined.
I confess every sin and transgression
Acquired from the beginningless past.
I rejoice in the virtue of all ›rya beings.
Remain [with us] till sa˙s›ra is emptied.
Turn the wheel of Dharma for beings.
I dedicate my own virtue and that of others to enlightenment.

To the guru, tutelary deities, and the Three Jewels,
I offer the four continents, Mount Meru, the sun and moon,
These precious seven in a jeweled ma˚˜ala,
And a mass of Samantabhadra’s offerings.
Out of your compassion, be pleased and bless me.

Make this petition bound to the one guru:

My most divine guru, lord of the four k›yas,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, lord of unimpeded dharmak›ya,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, lord of blissful sa˙bhogak›ya,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, lord of sundry nirm›˚ak›ya,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all gurus,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all deities,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all buddhas,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
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My divine guru, embodiment of all Dharma,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all Saºgha,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all ˜›kas,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all dharmapalas,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.
My divine guru, embodiment of all refuge,
I make petition to you: ⁄h›kyamuni-Vajradhara.

Visualize the guru on your crown as ⁄h›kyamuni and recite:

Homage to ⁄h›kyamuni, guru and Victorious One.
I make offerings to you. I take refuge in you.

O˙ muni muni mah›muniye sv›h›.

Then, after repeating this name mantra as many times as you can manage,
continue [with prayers of dedication and auspiciousness]:

By this virtue, may I soon
Become a guru-buddha
So that I may lead every single being
To that very level.

[The Lamrim Prayer]

By the two accumulations I have amassed
With much effort over a great time,
Which fill a vastness like the sky,
May I become a victor, a powerful one,
A leader of beings—for those whose mental eyes
Are closed by ignorance.

From now on in all my lives
May MañjuŸhrı lovingly care for me.
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May I find the supreme path of all the teachings,
Practice it, and please all the victors.

Using whatever I have realized of the points of the path,
May I dispel the mental darkness of beings
Through powerful love and honest skillful means;
May I long uphold the victor’s doctrine.

In any place the precious teachings have not reached,
Or where they have since declined,
May I, moved by great compassion,
Shed light upon these beneficial treasures.

By the amazing good works of the victors and their children
And the excellent practice of enlightenment’s path in stages,
May the minds of liberation seekers be enriched
And the victors’ deeds long be continued.

May all be made conducive for practicing the wholesome path;
May the unconducive be dispelled.
In all their lives, may all
Humans and nonhumans not be cut off
From the pure path praised by the victors.

Whenever the preparatory rites of the Supreme Vehicle
Are properly practiced with [much] effort,
May the powerful always proclaim it,
And may an ocean of auspiciousness pervade all directions.

[Reciting] these words with a strong aspiration, dedicate the root virutes you
have acquired toward [fulfilling] the wishes of your own and others’ prayers.

Kaendaen Rabgyae, the retired head of Bangrim Choede Monastery, out of
much faith, perseverance, and discernment said, “I would like a convenient
recitation for the preparatory rites for the concise teaching on the stages of the
path to enlightenment, the Swift Path Leading to Omniscience.” He made
this request most urgently, and I have composed this for my own daily practice
and with the great altruistic hope that it would benefit others with the same
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level of fortune as myself. I, who am called Jampael Lhuendrub, and who will
always be passing himself off as a leader [of disciples] until the end of time,
based this on the instructions from the oral lineage of that peerlessly kind child
of the buddhas and lamp of the Kadampa teachings, Kyabje KaelzangTaenzin,
and his two foremost disciples. May the confidential lineages of MañjuŸhrı the
protector not die out but become a victory banner for the precious teachings.

Sarva maºgala˙

May all be good!
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5. The Seven-Point
Mind Training

O˙ svasti.

[Homage to the Great Compassion]

Though there are many ways to teach the Mah›y›na mind training instruc-
tion, Geshe Chaekawa formulated the tradition of the seven points. The seven
are: (1) teaching the preliminaries on which this Dharma depends; (2) train-
ing in bodhichitta, the foundation; (3) converting unfortunate circumstances
into a path to enlightenment; (4) teaching a practice to be applied to your
whole life; (5) the criteria of having trained the mind; (6) the commitments of
the mind-training practice; (7) pieces of advice for the mind-training practice.

(1) teaching the preliminaries on which this dharma depends

First train in the preliminaries.

There are three of these: meditation on: (1) the difficulty of gaining the opti-
mum human rebirth; (2) death and impermanence; (3) the drawbacks of
sa˙s›ra.

(2) training the mind in bodhichitta, the foundation

This has two subdivisions: (1) the ultimate; (2) the relative.

ULTIMATE BODHICHITTA

This has three subdivisions: (1) the preliminaries; (2) the meditation session;
(3) between sessions.
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THE PRELIMINARIES

(1) Taking refuge and developing bodhichitta; (2) requests; (3) offering the
seven-limb prayer; (4) assuming correct posture; (5) taking twenty-one calm
breaths.

THE MEDITATION SESSION

Think all phenomena are like a dream.
Examine with the basis of unproduced knowing.
Even the antidote will liberate to its ground.
Sit within the nature of the basis of all.

BETWEEN SESSIONS

Between sessions, be as a person in a dream.

MEDITATION ON RELATIVE BODHICHITTA

This has two sections: (1) during the meditative absorption; (2) between
sessions.

DURING MEDITATIVE ABSORPTION

Train alternately in taking and giving.
Mount these two on the energy winds.

BETWEEN SESSIONS

Three subjects, three poisons, and three root virtues.
In your everyday life,
Train yourself with verses
To stimulate remembrance.
Build up your taking by starting with yourself.

(3) converting unfortunate circumstances into a path to
enlightenment

When the universe is full of sin,
Turn these unfortunate conditions
Into the path to enlightenment!

This has two parts: (1) through thought; (2) through action.
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THROUGH THOUGHT

There are two subsections: (1) the relative; (2) the ultimate.

THE RELATIVE

Put the blame on one thing alone.
Meditate on the greater kindness of all.

THE ULTIMATE

Regard all deceptive appearances
As being the four k›yas.
This is the unexcelled
Safekeeping of emptiness.

THROUGH ACTION

The supreme means has four actions.
Immediately apply your practice
To whatever you encounter.

(4) teaching a practice to be applied your whole life

The brief essence of instruction
Is the five powers. Practice them!
The Mah›y›na instruction on transference
Concerns the five powers.
Cherish this activity!

(5) the criteria of having trained the mind

All Dharma comes within one thought.
Uphold the chief of the two witnesses.
Always cultivate mental happiness.
You have mastered it
If you are capable
While distracted.
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(6) the commitments of the mind-training practice

Always keep to three general points.
Change your aspirations,
But preserve your old manner.
Do not mention others’ withered limbs.
Do not think of others at all.
Purify the greatest delusion first.
Abandon all hopes of a result.
Abandon food with poison in it.
Treat [delusion] unfairly.
Don’t go wild over insults.
Do not wait in ambush.
Do not attack weak spots
Do not put the load of a dzo on an ox.
Do not run a race.
Don’t let the spell go awry.
Don’t let the god become a devil.
Don’t look for happiness in unhappiness.

(7) pieces of advice for the mind-training practice

All yogas are practiced through the one.
Apply the one thing for all distress.
Two actions for first and last.
Patience, if either two happen!
Guard the two as you would your life.
Train in three ascetic practices.
Acquire the causes for the three main things.
Meditate that the three not degenerate.
Do not leave the three idle.
Be impartial to subjects, regard them as pure;
Be versed in the profound and pervasive,
And hold everything dear.
Always meditate when in difficulties.
Don’t be dependent on other circumstances.
From today, practice the main thing.
Don’t misunderstand.
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Don’t be too hopeful.
Do not train intermittently.
Be liberated through the two:
Conceptualization and analysis.
Don’t get arrogant.
Don’t be spiteful.
Don’t be changeable.
Don’t wish for thanks.

Keep this advice well.

The five degenerations are rampant
But change them to the path to enlightenment.

(That is, practice patience, aspiration, tasting [emptiness], compassion, friend-
liness, and rejoicing.)

(The source of this instruction:)

This instruction, the essence of nectar,
Comes in a lineage from Suvar˚advıpa.

(That great and powerful yogi, Chaekawa, having trained his mind well in
this instruction, said:)

I have awakened happiness
Through my mind training.
I have much cause to respect it.
All talk of suffering is quite dead.
I now offer this instruction
For subduing self-cherishing.
Now I can die without regrets.

[This version of the root text, in both its length and order, is based on the teach-
ings of Togme Rinpoche, that child of the victorious ones.]

Maºgala˙
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